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20,000 striking education workers, wearing ‘Red for Ed’, shut
down the school system for six days in April-May in Arizona;
winning increased funding and better pay. See page 15.
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Welcome

AS I write this, some of you will be organising leaving parties for
colleagues who are sadly quitting the profession.
As the recruitment and retention crisis in our schools grows, we
are still waiting to hear what recommendations the School Teachers’
Review Body has made to the Government.
Will it recommend a pay rise for September to help stem the
staffing crisis? And will it propose that Government fully funds the
award so no school will be expected to meet additional costs from
diminishing budgets?
It’s not clear why Damian Hinds is so reticent to publish the
recommendations. Last year, there was the excuse of a General
Election. But why is it taking him so long now?
The Union has written to the Government to demand a five per
cent pay rise, fully funded. Schools are barely scraping by on what they
have and more money needs to be made available. As soon as we find
out what Government is saying, we’ll be in touch about what we want
you to do. Keep an eye out over summer for further news.
While pay is a big factor, we know excessive workload is still the
major reason why teachers are leaving. The Government has devised
a toolkit to reduce excessive workload. We haven’t seen a final version
but will work to promote it in our schools.
However, we are putting the Government on notice. If measures
to reduce workload don’t work this time, it must expect that teacher
anger and concern will boil over.
Whether it be on pay or workload, the National Education Union
will lead the way in winning the changes that education needs.
Finally, in this edition there are lots of stories about how teachers
are working to create refugee-friendly schools. I am so proud of our
members, changing these young
people’s lives for the better.
What a good profession
we are in.
Kevin Courtney,
National Education
Union, Joint
General Secretary
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NEWLY QUALIFIED TEACHERS

You could move into
your first home with just a

5% DEPOSIT

We consider you permanently employed
after securing your first 12 month
teaching post - no employment
history necessary.
We can release the mortgage funds up
to a month before you start work.

Call: 0800 378 669
Visit: teachersbs.co.uk

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Register no 156580).
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The rest is history
July 1936
The Spanish Civil War begins when a group of generals instigate a coup against the elected
Popular Front government. The regular army is dissolved and the military take power,
under fascist General Franco. The Labour movement worldwide responds by forming the
International Brigades and groups of volunteers prepare to travel to Spain to fight fascism.
For more information on the Spanish Civil War, visit international-brigades.org.uk
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“You’re

driving down the
highway and see all
these cars painted
red. It was an
amazing visual
presence”
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15 All-American heroes

29 	From refugee to head boy

A strike wave hit US schools this spring with staff

Sirazul Islam grew up in a refugee

protesting over pay, the rising cost of health care

camp in Bangladesh and came to

and funding. Max Watson speaks to teachers

Britain under the UN Get Away

who organised the action (above).

programme. He spoke to Helen
Watson about the power of

24 The law of the Jungle

education and the campaign for

A refugee crisis is sweeping Europe, with

justice for the Rohingya people.

thousands fleeing war and violence only to
endure a life of hardship in northern France.
Emily Jenkins spoke to one refugee (left) who
escaped Dunkirk’s notorious Jungle, and meets
some of the teachers (below) giving up their
holidays to help. We also find out how you can
make your school refugee friendly.

37 	Charity ride for Palestine
City & Islington teacher Jane Hartley
got on her bike and rode through the
West Bank to raise funds for Medical
Aid for Palestinians. She told the
Teacher about her trip.
50 	Diversity in the curriculum
Educationalist Jane Bednall talks
about what teachers can do to
develop a truly inclusive curriculum.
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News
Shocking poll results
WARWICKSHIRE NEU recently ran a
Twitter poll to determine the number
of hours teachers work.
After a week-long poll, with 547
votes cast, the results are shocking.
n Fifty
five per
cent
stated
they work
50+ hours
a week.
n Thirty
seven per
cent work between 41 and 50 hours.
n Only eight per cent said they
worked less than 40 hours a week.
The poll gave participants the
chance to add comments, which make
for grim reading.
“I’m at school from 7am to 6pm
every day,” wrote one. “If I get an hour
for lunch/coffees/toilet, that’s 50
hours work just at school. Then I mark/
plan/prep another 10-15 hours at
home in the evenings and weekends.
Some weeks are better than others
but that’s average for me.”
“I previously was ‘paid for’
three days a week,” wrote another.
“But I worked (marking, planning,
assessments, data etc) on my days
off to ensure I had a weekend with
my family. When I was last full time, I
regularly worked 60+ hours a week. ”

JOINT General Secretary Kevin Courtney
(pictured above) represented the Union
at a Justice4Grenfell march to Downing
Street in June.
Organised on the anniversary of
the tragic fire that took 72 lives the
demonstration, organised by the Fire
Brigades Union, highlighted the trail of
broken promises from the Government
following the tragedy.
A year on, 50 per cent of survivors and
displaced families are still in emergency

accommodation and 300 tower blocks
across the country are still covered in
the cladding used on Grenfell Tower.
The material has also been found on
some schools. The Union has also been
campaigning on fire safety issues such as
compulsory installation of sprinklers in all
new school buildings.
Kevin said: “We need to improve fire
regulation in such towers and in schools,
both for our members and the children
we teach.”
Photo by Kois Miah

Urgent call for SEND funds

Seán Slinn, electronic media secretary,
Warwickshire NEU: NUT section

Don’t do that…
MANY tasks that take up teachers’
time are activities that the DfE and
Ofsted say are not required and which
head teachers should not ask for.
Things such as overly prescriptive
marking policies, the requirement to
produce detailed individual lesson
plans and endless data captures add
to workload but do not contribute to
teaching and learning.
The NEU aims to support reps
to use DfE and Ofsted guidance to
discuss with management ways to cut
down on these tasks and free up time
for teaching. Read the guidance at
neu.org.uk/workload
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THE School Cuts coalition and 39 local
authorities have written to the Education
Secretary expressing deep concerns about
inadequate funding for children and young
people with special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND).
Currently, more than 2,000 children
and young people with SEND are sitting
at home with no education provision at all.
This is leading to huge stress and anxiety for
parents and their children.
Families struggling with little or no help
Many local authorities and schools do not
have enough money to meet their statutory
obligations for children with SEND.
This is resulting in severely pared back
services making life very difficult or, in some
cases, impossible for families and schools
needing to access SEND support.
The letter says: “Government’s recent

cash injection for SEND does not introduce
any new money into local authority
budgets, and lack of adequate SEND
funding is limiting local authorities’ ability to
meet their statutory duties.”
The coalition calls for a significant
increase in high-needs block funding
to local authorities, and an immediate
increase in funding for schools to allow
them to deliver additional support for SEND
children. It also asks for a fair and sustainable
funding system for SEND that will respond
to the individual needs of each local area.
School Cuts is a coalition of national
trade unions, including the National
Education Union (NEU), Unison, Unite,
The Association of School and College
Leaders, the GMB and the National
Association of Headteachers.
For a copy of the letter and more
information, visit neu.org.uk/funding

Survey reveals the true nightmare of SATs
THREE in ten teachers and heads say their
school expects children aged six to seven to
do SATs revision at home.
A joint survey by the National
Education Union (NEU) and TES also
found that 82 per cent of schools expect
pupils aged 10 to 11 (year 6) to revise for
SATs at home.
In a survey of 500 teachers and head
teachers in England, teachers revealed
that more than half of schools offer revision
classes to pupils in year 6. A further 29 per
cent said year 6 pupils are offered SATs
revision during lunchtimes.
Three-quarters said they feel that the
preparation for SATs in year 6 squeezes out

other parts of the curriculum and almost a
third feel this is the case in year 2.
A high number of respondents said
SATs should be scrapped completely, with
comments including they “take the fun out
of teaching”, “are a total waste of time and
undermine the professionalism of teachers”
and “are a nightmare”.
Sixty-four per cent believe that SATs
are detrimental to teaching for year 2 and
82 per cent for year 6.
Teachers are also increasingly
concerned about the effect of SATs on
pupils, with 83 per cent saying that SATs
in year 6 are detrimental to pupils’ mental
health and 54 per cent in year 2.

A reception teacher from Oldham
said: “This is a very stressful time – some are
reduced to tears by the SATs tests. This is
not helping children to love to learn.”
Dr Mary Bousted, joint General
Secretary of the NEU, said: “The
Government relentlessly tests children and
they are told they are failures if they do not
meet required standards. This can impact
on their self-esteem, which can carry on
throughout their schooling.
“We will continue to campaign
with parents and other educational
organisations against the accountability
and assessment pressures that lead to the
labelling of children.”

PROTESTS are being
organised against a visit
to the UK by US President
Donald Trump.
Trump is arriving on
Friday, 13 July, the day
after a Nato summit in
Brussels, and is set to meet
the Queen and Prime
Minister Theresa May. A
march on Downing Street
is planned, assembling
at 2pm outside the BBC
building in Portland Place,
central London, and
culminating in Trafalgar
Square. The protest is part
of a Carnival of Resistance,
with a programme of
events taking place up and
down the country. Times
and details will be prone
to change so keep up to
date by searching Protest
Trump’s Visit on Facebook.

‘Pointless and unreliable’ testing four-year-olds, says BERA
A PANEL of leading researchers has
demolished the case for reception
baseline assessment.
The British Educational Research
Association’s (BERA) review of evidence for
baseline has concluded that the new test
will be a “pointless and wasteful exercise”.
The tests, according to BERA, “are
not fit for purpose” and any attempt to
hold schools accountable for value added
(measured by test results) between

reception and Key Stage 2 are not valid.
It concludes that four-year-olds
cannot be tested in a way that gives a
reliable result.
The Government is refusing to
engage with research such as this and has
announced it will be inviting a sample of
schools to take part in trialling baseline this
autumn. It says all schools with reception
classes will be invited to take part in a
national pilot in 2019/20.

Childhood association Early Education
is just one of those advising schools not to
get involved in baseline. The Union believes
baseline means more work for teachers with
no benefits to children.
For more information, visit earlyeducation.org.uk/press-release/schoolsshould-resist-pressure-participatebaseline-assessment-pilots and bera.
ac.uk/blog/challenging-the-evidence-onthe-new-baseline-test-in-reception
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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News
Avenue victory
PLANS to convert Avenue Primary
School in Newham to an academy have
been scrapped.
In December, the school’s
governing body announced plans to
join the EKO multi-academy trust
(MAT), leading to a high-profile
campaign and successful legal
challenge and 19 days of industrial
action by the National Education
Union (NEU).
On 8 May, governors announced
that the plans had been shelved.

Highlands success
PARENTS and the local community
have successfully prevented Highlands
Primary in Redbridge from becoming
an academy.
In November, parents were
informed that the school was
intending to join Achievement for
All’s academisation programme.
“I said to my friends you either do
something about it now, or there’s no
way back,” said Samantha Patel, NEU
member and local resident.
Following a series of public
meetings, leafletting at the school gate
and protests calling for a ballot, the
head wrote to parents, saying: “We hope
those of you who had concerns will
welcome the news that the school will
for now remain with the local authority.”

Strikes in Greenwich
MEMBERS of the NEU at John Roan
School in Greenwich are fighting
against forced academisation.
Following an Inadequate Ofsted
report, the Secretary of State has the
power to force an academy order.
The NEU raised objections to the
way the inspection was carried out and
that it was done so shortly after a new
head was in post.
Kirstie Paton, Greenwich joint
Division Secretary and parent at the
school, said: “We’ve been set up
to fail. We are determined to build
a community campaign to stop
the asset stripping and defend our
comprehensive, community ethos
school where children come first.”
Strike action started on 20 June.
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East Sussex’s refusal to pay the nationally recommended pay rise has prompted strikes at five schools

Worse off by just six miles
THIS term, members at my school and four
others in East Sussex have been on strike.
The county council has refused to
apply the nationally recommended two
per cent pay rise to main pay scale (MPS)
teachers, although 28 East Sussex schools
(excluding mine) have done the right thing
and paid up.
As a teacher in my third year, I
am directly affected and have been
overwhelmed by the support of members in
my school who are beyond MPS that have
shown solidarity and come out on strike too.
Three strong reasons to strike
I have made the difficult decision to strike
for three reasons.
Firstly, this is an issue of fairness. How
can it be right that East Sussex teachers are
paid less than others elsewhere? The cost of
living in Brighton, where my boyfriend and I
live, is extremely high.
Rent alone on our one-bedroom flat
is nearly £1,000 a month. The pay rise that I
would get if I worked six miles down the road
could mean the difference between making
ends meet at the end of the month and not.
The second problem is teacher
recruitment. The staff I work with are
talented, resilient, hard-working people who
get the best out of our pupils every day.
I don’t see how this will continue
to happen if, in the climate of a teacher
shortage, a NQT could get more money just
minutes down the road.
Finally, the argument governing

“The pay rise could
mean the difference
between making
ends meet each
month and not.”
bodies and head teachers have given
for not paying up is lack of funding. While
we appreciate the issue is really difficult,
the figures involved are very small – the
average is £1,700 for the whole school, for
the whole year.
Money for bosses but not the lowest paid
I fundamentally disagree that the pressure
of austerity on schools should be put on to
young teachers.
I am so proud of our Union’s fantastic
work for fair funding for schools. Why
should this hard work end up in the pockets
of academy bosses and pay increases for
executive head teachers, while refusing
to help keep the lowest paid teachers in
our classrooms?
It would seem a desire not to ‘lose
face’ is resulting in the lowest paid teachers
losing out.
Elizabeth Green, Brighton NEU: NUT section

n MORE schools are joining the ballots
and 13 will take action before the summer
holidays. If you would like a send a message
of support, email phil.clarke@neu.org.uk

99% vote to strike against ‘devastating cuts’
UNION members at Thomas Bennett
Community College in Crawley are taking
industrial action against job cuts.
The school is run by The Kemnal
Academies Trust (TKAT), which has made
proposals to cut at least 22 teaching and
support staff.
PFI contract devastating the budget
The school is cutting £987,000 from
its budget, partly due to a PFI contract
“bleeding the school dry” according to
National Education Union (NEU) organiser
Jack Tyler.
A public meeting of 150 pupils,
parents, teachers and councillors pledged
to resist the cuts.
Campaigners organised a demo
and rally in Crawley on 16 June – the first
demonstration in the town centre for 20
years – and more than 2,600 people have
signed their petition.
Alex Ramiz, NEU rep and English
teacher at the school, said: “We are
motivated by our desire to save the school
from these devastating cuts.”
Union members voted overwhelmingly

The Kemnal Academy Trust plans to cut almost £1m from the school’s budget

for strike action – 99 per cent in favour on a
turnout of 89 per cent.
The first strike was on 21 June, with

Photo by Scott Barter

three more days planned as the Teacher
goes to press. Send your messages of
support to ann.seuret@neu.org.uk

New staffing structure will ramp up workload
MEMBERS at Springfield Primary School in Birmingham have taken
strike action over changes to the school’s staffing structure.
Parents, pupils and members of the local community have
supported the picket lines at the school gates.
The new structure will significantly increase teacher workload
at a time when it is already at dangerously high levels.
Members are also opposed to the removal of the deputy
head teacher post and the
introduction of four ‘directors’
for which post holders will not
need to have a substantive
teaching commitment.
This staffing model
does not exist in any other
Birmingham primary and
will increase the workload of
teachers who are already on
their knees.
The staff have put
forward two alternatives but
these have been rejected.
“Our members have had enough of unmanageable workloads,
unreasonable management and Government cuts,” Birmingham
NUT section general secretary David Room told the Teacher.
More action is due to take place throughout July. Email
messages of support to banut@btconnect.com

“Members
have had enough
of unmanageable
workloads,
unreasonable
management and
Government
cuts.”

Springfield Union members felt they were left with no option but to strike
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Clevertouch employs
teachers to advise
schools on new tech

Sue Cook –
Clevertouch Product Specialist

Our team of former teachers are on-hand
to answer all your questions from initial
inquiry to installation and on-site training
Meet Sue, a former primary, secondary and SEN school teacher who is
passionate about improving learning outcomes in the digital classroom.
Now a product specialist for interactive touchscreen brand, Clevertouch,
Sue helps teachers get the most out of their interactive classroom
technology.
“When I was teaching, we used older style, single point interactive
whiteboards and projectors, which offered little scope for classroom
collaboration. Participation from students was limited to one child
at a time, which made it harder to cater for all styles of learners and
I would spend many hours creating resources to engage every pupil
in my class. The software and technology available today makes
building engaging, collaborative lessons very easy, which frees up
teachers’ time and lets them focus on what’s important.”

“Many teachers return after the summer holidays to find a new
interactive touchscreen in their classroom. If time is short, don’t
be afraid to learn with your pupils. Interactive technology unites
everyone in a classroom, increasing engagement and participation
from even the most reluctant learners. It creates a dynamic
learning experience with more teamwork, collaboration and
positive outcomes for everyone.”

Contact Sue today to get your tech questions answered:
sue.cook@clevertouch.com

INAVATION AWARDS
TECHNOLOGY WINNER 2018

Connecting people with technology

‘Brilliant’ way to combat racism

News
Sign petition calling
for asbestos removal

YouTube video featuring teacher Sarah
Stoddart, who died from mesothelioma

TV presenter Lisa Rogers with some of the award winners at Stoke City

COMBATTING racism through the arts
and football was the theme of this year’s
Show Racism the Red Card (SRtRC)
schools’ competition.
Stoke City Football Club played
host to a star-studded awards ceremony,
recognising 68 winners from schools up and
down the country.
This year’s entries featured poetry,
short stories, artwork, films and music from
pupils ranging from years 1 to 11.
“The standard of this year’s winning
entries has been brilliant,” said Ged Grebby,
SRtRC chief executive.
This year’s winners represented
schools from Gateshead, Middlesbrough,

Photo by Nick Barber

Sunderland, West Bromwich, Warrington,
Harrow, Chester-le-street, Croydon,
Manchester, Iver Heath, Liverpool, Leeds,
Southend, Stockport, Bolton, Coventry,
Derby and Bradford.
For a full list of the winning entrants,
visit theredcard.org/news/2018/4/4/
school-competition-2018-the-winners
n The England football team showed off
their support for SRtRC before heading
off to the World Cup in Russia (see page
44). If you would like to support Wear Red
Day, on Friday, 19 October, there are loads
of ideas and resources at theredcard.org/
wear-red-day

Union wins disability discrimination case
AN NUT section member has succeeded in
his disability discrimination case before the
second highest appeal court in the country.
When Philip Grosset was appointed
head of English at a local authority-run
secondary school in 2011, he disclosed
the fact that he had cystic fibrosis and
reasonable adjustments were put in place to
help him manage his disability.
In 2013, a new head was appointed and,
simultaneously, a new GCSE syllabus was
introduced, and performance standards
applied to schools changed (to individual
pupil progress).
The new head had not been briefed

by the local authority about Mr Grosset’s
disability, nor about the agreement
regarding reasonable adjustments. The
resulting increase in workload led Mr
Grosset to take time off with stress.
On his return, he made an error
of judgement while teaching and was
dismissed for gross misconduct. Mr Grosset
claimed his actions were brought on by
stress resulting from the combination of
increased workload and his cystic fibrosis.
With the help of the Union, the
Employment Tribunal and Employment
Appeal Tribunal found that Mr Grosset’s
dismissal was an act of discrimination.

ASBESTOS exposure can lead to
mesothelioma, an incurable and fatal
cancer that can lie dormant for 15-60
years after initial exposure.
Exposure to it in schools remains a
serious issue. In Cumbria, Whitehaven
Academy, run by the Bright Tribe
Academy Trust, had to be closed
because asbestos had been disturbed.
Northfield School in Blackbird
Leys, Oxford, which teaches boys with
special educational needs, was forced
to shut its main building.
Dust samples were collected at
Brunel Primary and Nursery Academy
in Saltash, Cornwall – part of Bridge
Academy Trust – and asbestos was
found in classrooms on windowsills,
in carpets, cupboards, on radiators in
the library, in a storage area and other
work zones.
Health and Safety Executivelicensed contractors were required to
conduct an environmental clean of
Ryelands Primary School in Lancashire
after ceiling tiles containing asbestos
were drilled through.
The NEU is campaigning with
Lucie Stephens, whose mother died of
mesothelioma after being exposed to
asbestos working as a teacher, for the
phased removal of all asbestos from
schools by 2028.
Sign her petition at
you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/
protect-our-children-and-teachersfrom-asbestos-exposure-in-schools
and view a short film about Sarah
Stoddart, a primary school teacher who
died from mesothelioma last year, at
youtube.com/watch?v=_hBJ7hhcrqE
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We’ve got the
gift of the gab
and we want to bust some
myths about disability.
Would you like one of our disability inclusion
speakers to come to your school?
We can help your students to understand that disabled
people should have equal opportunities to live, learn
and work.
Talks can be in your classroom or at an assembly, and
we are happy to tailor the content and activities to your
group. Help make your school a more inclusive place.
Speakers are free!
To find out more, email speaker@leonardcheshire.org,
or phone Lisa Oliver 07720 337 130
leonardcheshire.org/speaker

STA RT YO U R NE W
LU XU RY LI FEST Y LE
W I T H PA R K L E I S U R E H O L I DAY H O M E S
Step into a holiday park experience like no other.
From the peaceful countryside, to stunning coastal locations, Park Leisure offers our
owners a true 5-Star experience every time they step onto one of our beautifully
maintained holiday parks. With amazing facilities on-site, to locations that allow you to
experience new adventures when you want them, Park Leisure holiday parks are the
ultimate escape to come back to time and time again.
H

Stunning holiday homes

H

Exclusive park events

H

5-Star parks

H

Dedicated customer care teams

H

12-Month holiday season

H

H

20 years of delivering first-class
experiences

H

Full reinvestment programme every
year
Pet-Friendly

JOIN US FOR A VIP EXPERIENCE DAY ON PARK

Fancy a short break?

Holidays NOW available at Brynteg, Par Sands & Pentire.
To find out more visit www.parkleisure.co.uk/holidays
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CALL 08081 599 633
or email Matthew.Keir@parkleisure.co.uk
www.parkleisure.co.uk

News
DfE plan overlooks
supply pensions & pay

UNION members joined tens of thousands marching through central London on 12 May calling for a ‘new
deal for working people’. The TUC-organised demo called for an alternative to austerity, to end the pay
freeze, precarious employment and zero hours contracts and for a society that roots out racism, sexism
and discrimination. 							 Photo by Jess Hurd

Spotlight on domestic violence
PUPILS in Waltham Forest supported
a ‘stop the silence’ campaign in June to
highlight the issue of domestic violence
against women and girls.
The secondary school students held
a silent protest at Kelmscott Secondary
school on 7 June. Money raised went to
Haven and Solace, two local charities.
The school is one of seven in the
London borough working with the
council’s Violence Against Women and
Girls (VAWG) programme to support those
suffering abuse. Ten Kelmscott pupils are
trained as Youth Health Champions and
have raised awareness in assemblies.

Sarah Dempsey, the Youth Health
Champion’s head of year, said: “We too
often get to hear in the news about the
extreme gang and youth-on-youth
violence in the streets of London.
“We don’t always hear about the dayto-day domestic violence that is hidden
behind closed doors that our students
have brought to the fore so creatively
in their VAWG campaign. Their passion,
commitment and sense of teamwork make
me feel proud to be their head of year.’’
n If you are affected by violence against
women and girls, call the national Domestic
Violence Helpline on 0808 2000 247.

THE DfE is pressing ahead with
its proposal to introduce a new
framework for schools’ use of supply
teacher agencies in England.
The framework aims to “ensure
that workers are recruited in
accordance with best practices,
including robust background
screening” and contains core contract
terms and conditions intended to
help limit the cost to schools.
Crucially, however, the proposal
fails to offer any guarantee on pay
(even minimum rates) to teachers
themselves. For that reason, the NEU
is continuing to argue that a new
employment framework is needed
which can offer minimum rates and
also access to teachers’ pensions,
drawing on the register-based
system which continues to operate
successfully in Northern Ireland.
These issues and others were
discussed at the annual NEU supply
teacher conference in Warwick
University on 23 June. See next issue
for a full report.

Teachers’ mortgages
THE Teachers Building Society (TBS)
has launched two new 95 per cent
Loan to Value (LTV) mortgages to help
teachers get on the property ladder.
Aimed exclusively at teachers
and lecturers, including those newly
qualified, the deals include a twoyear variable rate mortgage at 3.29
per cent; and a five-year fixed rate
mortgage at 4.49 per cent. Both deals
come without an arrangement fee.
Free valuations are available and a
£99 application fee applies.
TBS chief executive Simon
Beresford said: “The launch furthers
our commitment to helping teachers
with the challenges they face getting
into the housing market. We are
excited about the launch of these
mortgages, designed to support newly
qualified teachers who may have
smaller funds available to put down
towards a deposit.”
For details visit teachersbs.
co.uk/mortgages-for-teachers

Kelmscott pupils’ silent protest against domestic violence
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News
Mental health day
WHILE many spent 19 May celebrating
the Royal Wedding and the FA cup final,
campaigners in Nottinghamshire took
part in a day focussed on improving
mental health provision in schools.
Children’s mental health is
increasingly suffering. The education
system is one of many causes, along
with increased waiting times for
treatment and the austerity agenda
pursued by Government.
The day stemmed from the
experiences of National Education
Union (NEU) member Rachel Bannister,
who experienced the need for
improvements when her daughter was
diagnosed with an eating disorder.
Working alongside a variety
of organisations, including
Nottinghamshire NEU, she organised
the event with a mixture of speakers,
workshops and campaign planning.

Attendees pledged to make this the
first step in a wider campaign to improve
funding and provision for the treatment
of mental health.

A wave of strikes rocked
states, where public sector

School Direct charter
IN 2018/19, School Direct will make up
more than half the trainees working
towards Qualified Teacher Status
(QTS) in England. The National
Education Union (NEU) has produced
a charter which sets out the minimum
expectations trainees should experience.
All workplaces will receive this early
in the new academic year. If you haven’t,
check with the school or request
additional copies from local officers.
Use it to welcome them into your
workplace, ensure they are working
under the conditions needed to achieve
a successful first year, and to make sure
they join the NEU too.
Visit teachers.org.uk/school-direct

‘What a ride it was!’

UNION members demonstrated outside the AGM of edu-business Pearson
in May, to protest at the corporation’s investment in low-fee private schools
provider Bridge.
Bridge is one of the largest education-for-profit companies in the
world, with plans to sell services directly to ten million fee-paying students
throughout Africa and Asia by 2025. The Union condemned Pearson’s
support for a company that exploits the aspirations of some of the world’s
poorest parents and their children for profit.
“Every child has the right to a free, high-quality education, with
trained teachers and a safe learning environment,” said NEU joint General
Secretary Kevin Courtney. “Bridge exploits this right for profit and in the
process delivers a sub-standard education that deepens inequality in the
communities it ‘serves’.”
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THE photo above – of seventh grade
teacher Rebecca Garelli (holding the
left side of the banner) and fellow
activists in Arizona – was taken by
US teacher Valerie Thomas, along
with those on our cover and page 5.
Valerie told the Teacher: “I am
a long-time union member and
participated in the six-day walkout
here in Phoenix, Arizona. What a
ride it was!
“My husband, Joe Thomas, is the
education union president of the
state of Arizona (AEA-Arizona
Education Association). We are a
strong union family.
“Education is in our blood, but
photography is something I do as a
side job to teaching. I was thrilled to
follow and document all of this.”
n Follow Valerie on Twitter at
twitter.com/Valerie4AzEd

schools across the US this spring – in predominantly Republican
strikes are illegal. Max Watson spoke to three activists.

US teachers defy laws banning strikes
THE spark that lit the fire was in West
Virginia, where a nine-day teachers’ strike
resulted in a five per cent pay rise.
Seventh grade English teacher Jay
O’Neil started out by creating a Facebook
group “to get people talking”.
The initial catalyst was changes to
public sector health insurance, which led to
an increase in cost – Jay’s family’s insurance
costs were set to double. “Folks had just had
enough,” he says.
His Facebook group grew to 20,000
members in a month. People were angry
about pay, pensions, funding and teachers’
cost of living.
He says: “People were sharing stories.
Campaigners would just take ideas and run
with them. It all came from the rank and file.”
One tactic was to organise ‘walk-ins’
with ‘informational pickets’ before work,
which helped build support for walk-outs.
Public sector strikes are illegal in
West Virginia, but they overcame this by
organising all staff – including bus drivers

– forcing schools to close. “They were not
going to fire the entire system,” Jay explains.
Spreading like wildfire
After West Virginia, the strike wave spread
to Arizona, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Colorado
and North Carolina.
Rebecca Garelli is a seventh grade
math and science teacher in Arizona. She
too set up a Facebook group. With other
activists, she recruited ‘liaisons’ in every
school. They organised Wear Red for Ed
days and painted cars with window markers.
“You’re driving down the highway and
see all these cars painted red. It was just
an amazing visual presence and worked
beautifully,” she says.
After six days of strikes and huge
marches, campaigners were promised a
20 per cent pay rise by 2020 and gained
significantly more school funding.
Taking illegal strike action in a
Republican state “felt awesome,” says
Rebecca, “because we realised our power”.

Nema Brewer, a design layout specialist
in Kentucky, found herself at the head of a
strike wave in April. “What we’ve discovered
is, when regular working people stand up,
there is strength in the grassroots,” she says.
Angered by attacks on pensions, the
strikes were organised through social media.
“We’re just not going to take it any
more,” says Nema, who helped organise
‘sick outs’. “We were told, ‘It’ll never happen.
People aren’t going to walk out on their kids.’
“My biggest regret is we didn’t start this
sooner. We kept waiting for somebody else
to do it. And then finally it became apparent
that somebody else was us.”
n Public meeting: West Virginia teachers’
strike Jay O’Neal, West Virginia Education
Association; Sarah E Duncan, West Virginia
American Fed of Teachers; Kevin Courtney,
Joint NEU General Secretary.
11 July, 6.30pm. Hamilton House, Mabledon
Place, London WC1H 9AZ. For more details,
email greenwichnut@outlook.com
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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News
Join global team
ARE you passionate about education for
all and want to be part of a progressive
organisation which supports access to
learning worldwide?
The Steve Sinnott Foundation is
looking for trustee directors to join its
team. The foundation works to help make
the achievement of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goal 4 a reality.
This calls for universal access to
inclusive, equitable, quality education
and for the promotion of lifelong learning
opportunities. The foundation currently
works in Haiti, Sierra Leone, Nepal, The
Gambia, Uganda, Ethiopia and the UK.
Inspired by the work and philosophy
of Steve Sinnott, who served as General
Secretary of the NUT until his death
in April 2008, the foundation believes
education is transformative and powerful.
It supports programmes that are
community-led, sustainable, contextspecific and promote positive learning
experiences. If you share these values
and can attend meetings four times a
year, the foundation would welcome your
application. Trustee directors are unpaid
but reasonable expenses are reimbursed.
Email ann.beatty@stevesinnott
foundation.org.uk or visit stevesinnott
foundation.org.uk

Toolkit to help trans
educators to transition
GUIDANCE to support staff in schools
and colleges who are planning to
transition has been published by
the Union. Leading Trans Equality in
Education: A Toolkit for Change has been
developed by the NEU Trans Educators’
network – the first of its kind in the UK.
The group provides a space for trans
and non-binary education professionals
to meet and discuss experiences, and
provide potential solutions to issues they
face in the workplace and society.
Many schools and colleges need
more support when an employee intends
to transition; many don’t have policies
about transitioning at work. A lack of
understanding about legal rights and
positive steps to take can make it hard for
trans educators to stay in their jobs.
The NEU toolkit will help make
sure schools and colleges have the
necessary mechanisms in place so that
trans workers are supported, respected
and have a positive transition.
The toolkit includes:
n model transitioning at work policy;
n model transition care plan;
n know your rights guidance.
The toolkit can be downloaded
from neu.org.uk/transtoolkit

Nottingham City NEU and Nottingham PCS protesting against the treatment of
Palestinians in the Gaza strip. Demonstrators called for the Government to stop
selling arms to Israel and an end to the killing of unarmed civilians.
Photo by Ivan Wels
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A great city, but our
schools are suffering
THE City of York was recently
voted one of the nicest places to
live in Britain. But, due to the new
National Funding Formula, it will
also hold the dubious honour of
being the worst funded authority
in the country.
So what does this mean? It
means fewer new teachers. It means
less support staff and the laying off
of those that we already have. It
means less support for the children
in our care. It means bigger classes.
So while we currently have
some great results, the attainment
gap between rich and poor is wide.
And, with less funding in real terms,
how is this likely to decrease?
That’s why York NEU:
NUT section ran an education
conference (pictured above) to
inform people about the issues.
Our conference was attended
by academics, parents, school
governors, students, local
councillors, teachers and even a
headteacher or two.
We had some excellent
discussions about how
we believe York students deserve
a broad and balanced education,
and not just preparation for
irrelevant assessments.
Bob Webb, City of York physics
teacher and activist

Alex Gabriels works in a London Pupil Referral Unit. She spoke to the Teacher
about her experiences of racism and poverty in alternative education.

The triple lock of discrimination
I HAVE taught in the Pupil Referral Unit
(PRU) for ten years. Two thirds of our
pupils are boys, two thirds are black
and 100 per cent are labelled as special
educational needs, whether they are
or not. One hundred per cent are on
pupil premium.
In our schools, there is three times the
rate of exclusion for black boys. If you are
a teacher, or a parent, you know this to be
true. If you are of mixed heritage, African,
Afro-Caribbean or Asian, this issue directly
affects you.
When all the odds are against you
People ask me for the reason, but I think
there are many.
Firstly, it’s because of stereotypes.
Teachers have them because they are part
of society just the same as everyone else.
Black boys get disciplined more
harshly in schools. I also see it with girls,
black or mixed heritage, who often appear
older and more mature.
Then there’s institutional racism in
education structures. The power holders
are predominantly white with a different
heritage from a lot of the kids they teach.
And kids don’t see enough leaders that
they recognise in themselves.
Then you have racism in society –
the kids see it and they feel it. One of
my year 7 boys said: “Miss, will we ever
achieve equality?”
Another said: “Punish a Muslim day
makes me scared. Am I not a human?”
They are also burdened with poverty
and labelled as special needs. They are
triple-locked – suffering discrimination
three times over.
Facing up to difficult conversations
I see racism on a daily basis – sometimes it’s
hidden and hard to detect. But other times,
it’s in your face and difficult to ignore. But
it’s always life-changing.
People ask me how do you get kids out
of the cycle? As Stuart Hall said: “Do what
you can, where you are.”
My job is to put the pupil voice forward
and to keep asking questions. Why are

black children more likely to be in the
bottom or foundation sets in schools?
Why is my curriculum all-white? What
do British values, democracy and the rule
of law mean for black children? And is
Prevent really something we should be
engaging in at school?
You can unpick each of those with
the kids and discover exactly what all this
means to them. And, I warn you, you might
not like the answer.
In teacher training, we need to teach
that racism comes in many forms and is
always wrong.
And racism isn’t just the responsibility
of black teachers. We must all have the
difficult conversations, with students,

colleagues, governors, management, staff
and parents.
Pertinent questions
We must ask the questions. Where are the
black teachers in your schools? Where
are the black SLTs? What is your inclusion
record when it comes to black children?
We must create discomfort over
racially driven injustice or we are letting our
pupils down.
Being in the Union has helped me at
the times when these things have made me
want to leave my profession.
I’m proud of the anti-racist work that
we do. But racism is continuing to grow and
we must remain vigilant.
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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make their

FUTURE
your

BUSINESS

Are you looking
to be your own
boss but with all
the rewards of
helping children
achieve?

Kumon’s Maths and English Study Centres help children across the country to
realise their potential.
If you are excited about running your own business and passionate about education,
this full-time franchise opportunity could be for you. Apply now to attend a franchise
event near you:

0800 988 6578 | www.kumon.co.uk

Getting the balance right

Union people

Anne-Maria O’Sullivan teaches year 1 at John Stainer Community Primary
in Lewisham. She has just returned from her fifth trip volunteering with
charity Care4Calais.
What do you love about teaching?
Every day is different. This is my fifth year
teaching and I feel very lucky to have the
opportunity to spend my day with children.
It does have many challenges and
it can feel like you are trying to keep too
many plates spinning. But my school has a
genuine commitment to student and staff
wellbeing and I feel I have finally managed
to strike a healthy work/life balance.
What do you love about being in
the Union?
As a teacher, you can become caught up
in the world within your own classroom or
school. I think it’s important to be involved
in wider discussions that influence policies
and practices on a national and global level.
The Union is there to support people
when needed but the campaigning side
of the organisation is vital to ensure that
education is placed within a wider political
and social sphere.
What have you been up to lately?
I’ve just returned from my fifth time
volunteering with Care4Calais, an amazing
organisation that works tirelessly to provide
support for refugees living in Calais and
other locations around Europe. I first went
as part of a delegation from Lambeth
NUT in February 2016, when there was

to take with us. We assist with packing in
the warehouse and distribute basic and
emergency provisions to refugees.

Anne-Maria during her most recent Calais trip,
putting together packs for refugees

an estimated 10,000 people living in the
makeshift camp known as the Jungle.
We helped to teach in a hut set up for
children living in the camp. It was a fantastic
experience and the school was a warm and
safe place for the children to be.
In October that year, the camp was
demolished and the refugees living there
dispersed. While conditions in the camp fell
far below the basic sanitation standards, it
was still home to thousands of people.
Now each time a Union delegation
goes, we raise funds and collect donations

What’s important to you right now?
I feel passionate about letting as many
people as I can know about the situation
of the refugees living in Calais. I recently
watched Human Flow, a movie about
the refugee crisis, and was struck by the
magnitude of the situation worldwide.
There are more people displaced now than
at the end of World War II.
So many changes are needed to
address the root causes of people ending
up in these terrible situations and to ensure
there is an international response built on
solid humanitarian foundations.
What do you do on your day off?
I am training for a muddy obstacle course
to raise money for Cancer Research UK, so
the Couch to 5k app is my best friend.
Tell us something that we don’t know.
Now that the camp has been demolished,
there is a misconception that there are no
longer refugees in Calais.
Care4Calais estimates that there are
around 1,000 refugees sleeping rough
about Calais and Dunkirk, 1,500 in Paris
and 500 in Brussels.

‘One of the best days of our lives with our special guest Kiri’
UNION President Kiri Tunks has been
touring schools and associations as part
of her year in office. Class 5 at Silkstone
Primary School in Barnsley wrote to the
Teacher about her visit.
LAST Friday was probably the best one of
our entire lives. It started with all of class
5 making land art – made of cones, tyres,
sheets, cardboard, material, sticks and tape
– in the field, in the hope that it would make
the TV coverage of the Tour de Yorkshire.
After we arrived back at school, and had
eaten our picnic lunch, our special visitor
walked into the room. It turned out that she

was the president of the NUT, called Kiri.
We all then began the trek up
Hoylandswaine Hill to watch the legendary
Tour de Yorkshire. When we arrived, we sat
on the grass bank waiting for the cyclists. If
you blinked, you would have missed them
because they were gone in a millisecond!
Then we walked back to school and lots
of people beeped their horns at us, but not
in a bad way. At the end of our brilliant day,
we all sat in the classroom and told Kiri what
we were doing during the weekend.
It was a brilliant day and it was all down
to the cyclists, the teachers and our special
guest, Kiri.
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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News

Conference round-up

Stronger together in
fight for fairer system

Young teachers’ vibrant debate

I WAS honoured
to be a part of the
National Education
Union (NEU)
delegation to TUC
Black Workers’
Conference.
First-time
delegates
were asked by
delegation leader and NEU: NUT
section President Kiri Turks to identify
a motion that we wanted to support. I
chose one focusing on black workers’
physical and mental health.
I have always admired those who
felt passionate about an issue and
compelled enough to get up at NUT
conference and speak. It’s something I
wish I could have built up the courage
to do.
Before I knew it, I was putting
myself forward to speak to the motion
and felt happy with the positive
feedback from fellow delegates.
United in passion for our profession
I learnt a great deal from participating
in conference. I listened intently
to Neville Lawrence, father of
murdered teenager Stephen; I felt
disgust discovering more about the
Windrush scandal.
I learnt it is not just about what
teaching union you belong to or
the difference in political ideals.
For three days, we were all brothers
and sisters, colleagues, friends and
fellow professionals, who have the
same struggles. One people, united,
passionate about our profession
and willing to fight against adversity,
oppression, institutional racism
and sexism.
Everyone can flourish
We all want a fairer system for our
people, whether young or old, so we
are able to flourish, excel and succeed
and not be held back because of an
unjust system.
The conference has given me a
new sense of purpose and has taught
me that together we are strong.
Ricardo Ferreira, NEU delegation member
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THE London Young Teachers’ Network
hosted an ideas reading group in May.
Around 20 young professionals read
Stephen Ball’s The Education Debate and
gathered to discuss the history, direction
and purpose of English education policy.
We were joined by the author himself,
who gave a rundown on the patchwork
formation of our school system and the
drive toward neo-liberalism.
He poured cold water on the idea of
education policy as a tool to tackle social
inequality and answered questions on
policy and the ideology behind it.
Some ideas discussed included: What
is education for? What is the purpose of
school and the role of education?
Attendees included teachers,
trainees, post-graduates and educational
entrepreneurs, who enjoyed the positive
atmosphere and high standard of discussion.

Our network looks
forward to the next event,
discussing The Truth
About Our Schools with
author Melissa Benn, on
9 July at the Institute of
Education in London –
visit eventbrite.hk/e/neuideas-reading-group-the-truth-aboutour-schools-tickets-44862638359
Thank you to Croydon and Harrow
NEU, which helped subsidise books for
teacher trainees.
Paddy de Cleir, London Young Teachers’ Network

n Contact the London Young
Teachers’ Network on facebook.com/
neulondonyoungteachers; twitter.
com/neu_lytn; instagram.com/
neulondonyoungteachers and at
neulondonyoungteachers.wordpress.com

Mental health chosen as NEU campaign

NEU Ideas winners with their prizes

ON a warm night in Newcastle (yes, they do
exist) the first NEU Ideas competition came
to a successful and laughter-filled close.
The room was packed with excited
student teachers, proud mentors and a
smattering of celebrities too.
Over the last six months the entire
primary cohort of Newcastle University’s
PGCE programme has been working with
Union activists on what they believe the
next big NEU campaign should be.
Entries dealt with Initial Teacher
Training funding, educational segregation,
the constantly changing curriculum and a
variety of mental health initiatives.

Judged by a panel made up of NEU:
NUT section President Kiri Tunks, Northern
TUC Secretary Beth Farhat, Howard
Stephenson of Nottingham University, and
Education Select Committee member and
Gateshead MP Ian Mearns, the grand prize
winners were debated for over an hour.
Congratulations to Kate, Jules and
Naomi whose mental health campaign
impressed the judges with their detailed
research, decisive actions and clear goals.
Keep an eye out for the campaign and
come and play at next year’s NEU Ideas.
Nik Jones, Secretary,
Vale of Derwent NEU: NUT section

Conference round-up
A DIVERSE, loud and proud, passionate,
inspiring, heart-warming and engaged
collection of people met in Leeds for NEU
LGBT+ conference in April.
As a trans woman, and at a time where trans
women are feeling a great deal of pressure,
the solidarity shown by delegates, and by
Kevin Courtney in his opening address, was
powerful and affirming.
There were workshops throughout the first
day, focussed on organising ourselves to keep
diversity and equality central to education. This
is vital if we want wider society to be fair, but
is also life changing for the LGBT+ students
we teach. Enabling them, affirming them and
empowering them won’t happen by itself.
An emotional highlight for me were keynote
speakers Fox Fisher and Owl, two non-binary
film makers, telling trans and non-binary
stories from a trans and non-binary position.
While conference worked hard, we also
played hard. From pop bingo to the queer
prom, ‘there ain’t no party like an NEU LGBT+
network party’.
Conference delegates with Joint General Secretary Kevin Courtney

Kacey DeGroot, Coventry

United voice at disabled workers’ conference
CHANGING words into action was the
motivation for delegates at this year’s
TUC disabled workers’ conference in
Bournemouth.
It was a fantastic opportunity for firsttime delegates and speakers to become
active participants, sharing our experience
and offering support to motions.
It began with guest speaker Chris
Gilbert from the National Education Union
(NEU), followed by Marsha De Cordova,
Shadow Minister for Disability.
We were all eager to speak but felt
quite apprehensive. With the support of
more experienced delegates, we were
able to speak with confidence and passion,
detailing how issues impacted the lives of
many in our situation.
It was great when NUT and ATL
sections came together to work as one
Union to support motions we felt strongly
about. We shared proposals and the whole
delegation had a united voice.
We need to encourage full
participation to improve the lives of
thousands of people who want to lead a full
and active life in an inclusive community.
We are so proud to have been part

Delegates at the TUC disabled workers’ conference in Bournemouth

of this conference. We are all looking to
play a more active role in the Union and
are looking forward to seeing the motions

and topics that were presented at the
conference actioned upon.
Ayesha Baggley, Barnsley NUT section
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The refugee crisis in Europe continues to grow.
There are currently around 1,000 refugees
sleeping rough in Calais and Dunkirk, 500 in

Brussels and over 1,500 in Paris. They have no
access to even basic sanitation and no help from
the state. Since the closure of the Calais migrant

‘I was a child but the
Jungle made me old’
UNTIL he was 14, Hossein had never left his
small Iranian village.
“Our life was happy,” he said.
“Spending time with family, playing
football. No TV or mobile phones.”
But one night, armed men broke into his
home. “The government broke down the doors,
took my brother and were gone,” he said.
“I didn’t have a dad – when I was three
months old, the government killed him because
he had different politics. I still don’t know if my
brother is alive.”
‘I never saw my family again’
To protect her son, Hossein’s mother made
what must have been a terrible decision. One
day, without being told what was happening, he
was put in a car with strangers and driven over
the border.
“They just told me ‘everything is OK, don’t
worry’. But I never saw my family again.”
After months spent in the backs of lorries,
cars and camping out in squalid conditions,
without knowing where he was headed, Hossein
finally arrived in the Dunkirk Jungle.
“I found some Iranians and asked them:
‘Where am I?’ And the guy says: ‘France!’ and I
say: ‘Where is France? Is it a country? Is it far
from Iran?’
“Life was really hard,” Hossein told the
Teacher. “I couldn’t sleep. I felt bad because I
missed my family. I tried to kill myself. I was
young but, because I stayed for 11 months, I got
old. The Jungle made me old.”
Hossein would spend every night climbing
into the backs of lorries, jumping onto speeding
trains and scaling fences – all in a desperate
attempt to get to England.
“I didn’t know I was coming to England at
the beginning,” he said.
“The smugglers would just say: ‘Be ready
tonight’. I used to stay out all night, from eight
o’clock in the evening to four o’clock in the
morning. But I had no luck.’”
24
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Conditions in the Jungle were poor and
day-to-day life was fraught with danger.
“The French police are bad,” Hossein said.
“They teargassed us. And I’ve seen lots of people
die – or be killed – in the Jungle.
“One day, I said to the smuggler: ‘I wanna
stay here’. He beat me and had a gun and a knife.
“Or sometimes, they just burnt your tent
while you slept. You never knew if you were
going to wake up.”
A hazardous attempt to escape
Trying to get to England was equally hazardous.
“I watched a couple jump onto the Eurostar
before it went into the tunnel but the train
crushed them and they died.”
Hossein was close to giving up hope: “I
thought: ‘I’m gonna die here’,” he said.
He caught a break one night when a lorry
was left unattended, but his relief was short
lived. “I was happy for half an hour until I felt
the cold,” he said.
Hossein had climbed into a refrigerated
lorry and was locked inside.
“It was minus 22 degrees. I was crying
and I was like: ‘Please, someone open the door.’
It was so cold that when we went to the toilet,
after two seconds the pee was frozen inside
the bottle.”
After several hours, the lorry was driven
onto the ferry.

“Sometimes, they
burnt your tent
while you slept.
You never knew
if you were going
to wake up.”

Hossein in Calais, where refugees’ lives were fraught with danger,

“I could hear the water,” he said. “I was
happy. But I was cold. I was scared and shaking.”
It wasn’t until the lorry reached Leeds that
the driver finally heard the desperate banging
and shouting coming from inside his truck.
When Hossein was released, he jumped
out and ran before going straight to the police
to claim asylum.
Uncertain future ahead
Hossein has now been in the UK for 18 months
and found a warm and welcoming foster
family with Wakefield Division Secretary
Sally Kincaid. He is doing well at college,
studying drama.
“I want to be a comedian because I want
to make people laugh. Make them happy, you
know?” he said.
However, his future is still unknown. More
than three years since he left his home, Hossein
is still waiting to be granted leave to remain.
“I say: ‘If you send me back to Iran, they
will kill me.’ But they don’t listen.”

camps, they have no shelter at night or regular
food supply. Refugees are often fleeing war,
conflict and persecution. They may have made

the journey by foot or been forced into
life-threatening situations by smugglers.
Emily Jenkins reports on the crisis.

Refugee campaigner’s visit inspires pupils
Alf Dubs came
to Britain on the
Kindertransport
when he was six. In
2016, he sponsored
an amendment to the
Immigration Act to offer unaccompanied
refugee children safe passage to the UK.

“THERE is no future living in a
refugee camp, people want to get
on with their lives.”
In this simple sentence, Alf Dubs
summed up why he is campaigning
for our country to welcome
more refugees.
He visited Stepney
Green School in Tower
Hamlets as part of a
year 8 study of the
Holocaust, which
included looking
at the lives of
children, like Alf,
who managed to

due to both the French police and smugglers

“Helping
those who need
it most is the job
of humanity,
not just
survivors.”

escape from the Nazis under the
Kindertransport programme.
Alf talked about his own experience
as a child refugee and about his work
to support unaccompanied children
from places such as Syria, Afghanistan
and Eritrea. He described the condition
in which these children are living in
Calais and his attempts to persuade the
Government that we should be doing
more to welcome them to this country.
History teacher Katie Dolman said:
“The boys were engrossed in Alf’s tales,
which showed that, with passion and
dedication, you can make changes to
the world.”
Her colleague, Meredith Evans,
added: “A key lesson Alf taught was that
helping those who need it most is the
job of humanity, not just survivors.”
Pupils voted on whether the
Government should support the Dubs
amendment to welcome more refugees.
They were 100 per cent in favour.
By Alex Kenny, East London NUT

Union members hold talks, films and collections during Refugee Week
WAKEFIELD & District
NEU: NUT section hosted a
conference on Welcoming
Refugees To Our Schools and
Communities during Refugee
Week. Nola Ellen, who has
spent over 15 years supporting
refugee children in West
Yorkshire, gave a presentation
on how school staff can understand the journey refugee
children and their families had made to get to the UK.
She explained that housing allocated to these families is
often substandard – 44 per cent in a recent survey said there
was some sort of infestation including rats, mice or bed bugs.
The other contributor was Gulwali Passarlay, author of the
Lightless Sky. He spoke of being a child refugee and how his
journey was not finished when he finally got to the UK.
Gulwali and Nola have set up a charity called My Bright Kite
– visit facebook.com/mybrightkite/

n NORTH West Black Teachers Network used its inaugural
meeting to join with Home Manchester to show Ai Weiwei’s film
Human Flow: “When there is nowhere to go, nowhere is home”.
Other members used the week to collect essential items
for refugees in Calais and asked children to create messages
of welcome. Many schools proudly displayed the This School
Welcomes Refugees poster and shared on social media.
n REFUGEES joining your school may have experienced
severe trauma and have disturbing memories of leaving
home and the journeys that followed. They are likely to be
confronted with classes without a single familiar face and
no-one speaking their own language.
The NEU has produced a guide, Welcoming Refugee
Children to your School, which is full of practical suggestions,
and teamed up with Education International to produce a series
of inspiring short films in which refugee children talk about
starting school in the UK. Visit teachers.org.uk/refugee
n Continued on page 26
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In April, teachers from the NEU: NUT section went to France to volunteer with Care4Calais, handing

Diary of a Calais volunteer
During the Easter holidays, teachers
from Redbridge and Newham NEU
visited Calais for a week. Andy Brown,
from Newham, kept a diary.
Sunday, 8 April
We are a big team at Care4Calais
today – two minibuses from Oxfordshire
Refugee Solidarity, plus groups from
Southampton, Newham and Utrecht.
We target the biggest settlement,
near the site of the old Jungle, where
there are Afghans, Eritreans, Sudanese,
Ethiopians, North Africans and others.
We take the generator to charge up
dozens of phones and distribute coats.
Monday, 9 April
One group takes food to a small set-up
outside Calais, where a local French
woman runs a centre for refugees.
Another goes to a centre for
unaccompanied minors, run by a French
charity about an hour from Calais. The
45 children have dormitories and some
attend school. We take games and
Easter eggs and spend the afternoon
chatting and doing activities.
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and demand our papers – refugees and
volunteers alike – and record all our data.
We finish at a small settlement in
the nearby woods where about a dozen
refugees live. They make tea for us and
we chat about the Middle East.
Thursday, 12 April
First thing in the morning we get a call
from the refugees whose camp we were
in last night. The CRS has destroyed it
and taken every bit of shelter they had.
There have been three clearances
in the last week. An emergency run
is done to make sure that people at
least have sleeping bags and some
warm clothes.
Today we head to Brussels. First
we go to a semi-legal squat where about
100 people, including families, live.
They’ve cleared an overgrown garden
to make an allotment. We take food
for their communal kitchen and packs
for women.
We go on to a park and distribute
T-shirts and hoodies to mostly African
refugees. We get back at 10.30pm.

Tuesday, 10 April
At another Calais site, in a disused
car park, the police and local council
have built a wall of boulders to stop aid
agencies distributing to Afghans who
live in the woods nearby. We get a call
saying the refugees have moved the
boulders; so we take coats, firewood and
food packs, play football, make tea and
charge phones.

Friday, 13 April
We visit a motel, taken over by the
French state and run by two French
charities. They’ve sent us a list of
what they need, especially shoes and
trousers. Of the 90 refugees there, 86
have been refused asylum in France.
We take food, blankets and jumpers
to a small Afghan settlement on waste
ground at the edge of Calais. A late shift
takes more supplies to Dunkirk.

Wednesday, 11 April
We head to Dunkirk where the council is
more sympathetic than in Calais. Since
early December, refugees have been
able to use a gym as a winter shelter,
though it is expected to close soon.
One van takes blankets, clothing,
food and games and toys for the
children. The other goes to a car park
in the woods near a lake, where mostly
Kurdish refugees camp out.
The CRS riot police draw up in a van

Saturday, 14 April
Volunteers arrive from London South
Bank University and Copenhagen.
A lorry comes in from Scotland, via
Cumbria, driven by volunteers who
stopped off at local groups to pick up
aid. It’s full to the top, so we unload and
start sorting donations.
Next week sees a trip to Paris,
taking blankets and sleeping bags,
followed by an even longer journey to
Sudanese refugees in Caen, Normandy.
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NUT associations visiting included Sheffield, Wakefield, Warwickshire,

Holly Williams,
Thanet division
First visit to Calais
“Being here feels great. I am
being proactive and helping
– making up the packs, then
handing them out.
“Our children deserve to have a broad
understanding of what goes on in the world
and be reminded that there are human beings
who we must look out for.”
Amy Murch,
Sheffield division
Third visit to Calais
“When I first came here, it
was in the news a lot and it
was something we wanted to
do as part of our Stand Up

Volunteers ready to hand out packs to refugees

out much-needed aid to refugees living rough in Calais and Dunkirk. Emily Jenkins joined them.

I’m very proud of the role the NEU has played
in supporting the effort.”
Rebecca Atha,
Wakefield division
Fifth visit to Calais
“People think that, because
the Jungle is no more, the
problem has gone away
but it hasn’t. The media has
stopped covering it but it’s still going on.”

Kent, Lambeth, Sutton, Newham, Hackney, Redbridge and Lewisham

to Racism group in Sheffield and Doncaster.
People were in desperate need but those in
power didn’t seem to care.
“The Jungle may be dismantled but
refugees are still here. They are not all in one
place and they are hidden. People don’t want
to admit that they still exist.”
Michael Holland,
Lambeth division
Sixth visit to Calais
“We came here to show
solidarity with refugees. I’d
say to all teachers: come and
experience what’s going on.
When you go back, you can tell everyone and
campaign wherever you live to allow refugees
to be admitted into the country.
“Care4Calais is doing an excellent job and

Shimi Khandaker,
Warwickshire division
First visit to Calais
“It’s my first time here today
but it’s very eye opening.
“There are so many
people that need and
deserve our time and effort – even giving up
something small, like your time, can make a
big difference.”
Shana Carquez,
Sutton division
First visit to Calais
“It’s so close to our shores.
Any teacher concerned
about the situation should
take that message back
to their schools, to their colleagues, to their
students, and share it. Knowledge is power.”
Jocelyn, Lambeth
“My first thought when I saw the boys were:
‘They could have been my boys’. I left the
refugees feeling that these are my boys and
I am going to get behind them to make life
better for them too.”

Can you help?
Packs given to refugees comprised:
n one pair of boxer shorts
n a T-shirt
n socks
n dried nuts and fruit
n deodorant
n three toothbrushes
n wet wipes
Find out how your school could
put together packs for refugees at
care4calais.org

All alone in a strange country

Card written by a child, found in the pocket of a

LIFE is dangerous
for Alem, the lead
character in this
powerful, gripping
tale by novelist
and children’s poet
Benjamin Zephaniah.
Alem’s father is
Ethiopian, his mother Eritrean. Their
countries are at war and Alem is
welcome in neither place.

So he is excited to spend a
holiday in London with his father –
until he wakes up to find him gone.
What seems like a betrayal is, in fact,
an act of love, but now Alem is alone
in a strange country.
A KS3 resource pack is also
available – visit bloomsbury.com/uk/
refugee-boy-9781408825402/
Refugee Boy by Benjamin Zephaniah.
Bloomsbury. £7.99

coat that had been donated
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Newman University
is celebrating its
50th anniversary

1968-2018

Established initially in 1968 as a college for the training of
teachers for Catholic schools, Newman has evolved to become
what it is today: a fully-fledged university with a diverse
portfolio of courses including Criminology & Youth Work.
If you have studied or worked at Newman, we would love
you to get in touch, and come back and celebrate our
50th anniversary year with us. We have a number of
exciting celebratory events throughout 2018 including
The Big Alumni Reunion on Saturday 11th August.
You are warmly invited to return to the University and see
how it has evolved, as well as getting the chance to enjoy
the company of old friends, colleagues and teachers.

For more information about our celebrations visit:
www.newman.ac.uk/50years
Newman University, Genners Lane, Bartley Green, Birmingham, B32 3NT
T: 0121 476 1181 | E: alumni@newman.ac.uk

An immeasurably
different learning
experience

o
Speak t our
t
us abourricular
cross-cuhops for
works tages
key s
1-5
National Memorial Arboretum
Croxall Road, Alrewas, Staffordshire DE13 7AR
Charity No. 1043992
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• Workshops and self-led activities linked to the
Ofsted Common Inspection Framework to support
the study of History, Citizenship, Literacy, Art,
Geography and Science
• Special interactive World War I and World War II
Explorer Days and Inspiration Days (ideal for all
coursework based subjects)
• Holocaust/Genocide study activities activities
designed to help understand the cause and effect
of conflict and the resulting impact on society
• Over 350 engaging memorials with individual
stories and symbolism to discover and analyse
• Guided tours and talks available
• Dedicated on-site learning team fully trained
to deliver interactive inclusive sessions
• FREE familiarisation visits and adult places
• CPD/Inset days available
www.thenma.org.uk
T: 01283 245 100
E: education@thenma.org.uk

Bradford student Sirazul Islam came to England as a refugee. Helen Watson
caught up with him at this year’s Union conference.

‘I see the power of education’
SIRAZUL Islam was just seven years old
when he arrived in England. His family
came here after fleeing what the UN
describes as the “world’s fastest growing
refugee crisis”.
His family are Rohingya, one of
Myanmar’s largest minority ethnic
communities. They have their own language
and culture, and roots in the region
stretching back generations.
But the Myanmar government denies
them citizenship and, since the 1970s,
many thousands have been forced to flee,
escaping communal violence and abuses
by security forces.
‘Life in camp was hard and cruel’
Sirazul’s family escaped to Bangladesh,
where he was born in a refugee camp. Now
18, he campaigns alongside his brother to
raise awareness of the plight of his people.
“Life in the refugee camp was hard and
cruel, with little hope or dignity,” he says.
“We lived in tents, which would get
blown away by the rain. I hated going to
school. The teachers were very cruel. They
used to hit us with a stick, we had to sit on
the floor and had very few books.”
After spending 18 years in the camps,
the family came to England under the UN’s
Get Away programme. They settled in
Bradford, which has the largest Rohingya
community in the UK.
‘I now love school and education’
“My first day at school was an eye opener
– everyone had a chair to sit on and the
teachers were very kind,” he says.
“But I was lost. I could not understand
anyone. I could not speak a word of English
or write any of the alphabet.
“But from that first day, I made good
friends. And my teachers were very
supportive – especially Mr Narayn-Lee, who
is a delegate here at this conference.
“He was the first teacher that knew
who the Rohingya were. He gave me
after-school classes and helped me with
my English. He treated me like a special kid.
Because of him, I was able to tell people who
I was. Because of him, they understood.
“I now love school and education. I

Sirazul with his teacher and NEU rep Deane Narayn-Lee 			

“Mr Narayn-Lee
treated me like
a special kid.
Because of him
I was able to tell
people who I was.”
passed eight GCSEs with A* in four. And this
year, I was elected as Deputy Head Boy.
“I never take my education for granted,
I see what the power of education can do
and it makes me want to work harder.
“But with all these good things

Photo by Kois Miah

happening in my life, I still think of all those
girls and boys in Myanmar and in the camps.
I feel their pain and hopelessness.
“I want to study law at university and
become a barrister, specialising in human
rights and international law. I want to help
other people like me to become something.”
Sirazul is part of the British Rohingya
Community (BRC), a voluntary organisation
based in Bradford which campaigns to raise
awareness of its people’s plight.
“We have to stand up for the weakest
in our global community and we’d really
like your support in helping the Rohingya
people get their citizenship back.”
n For more information about the BRC,
or to request a speaker for your division or
association, visit britishrohingya.co.uk
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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“… are a game changer!”
Y3 Teacher

“Spelling Zappers are helping improve
spelling … pupils are becoming more adept
and confident.” OFSTED
“I’ve used Spelling
Zappers for the past two
years … the results are
amazing!" Y3 teacher

Simple, Motivational and Highly Effective Spelling Aid
A Spelling Zapper is an illustrated colourful card with a grid of tricky words that are 'zapped' every
time they are spelt correctly.
They are highly motivational as the children can clearly see the progress they are making.
A full resource pack includes everything you need to set up Spelling Zappers in your school:
 Instruction Manuals, including 5 Top Tips
 Spelling Zappers, both colour & black/white outline
 Blank Spelling Zapper
 4 Spelling Strategies Posters (A4 colour)
 Bronze, Silver & Gold Certificates
(various sizes: A4, A5, A6 - colour & black/white)
 Spelling Zapper Grid
 Spelling Record Mat
 Set of stickers (297mm x 210mm - to be printed onto sticky labels)
 Staff Training Resources:

Powerpoint presentation for staff training
Staff Training Zappers (words inserted)

For the complete Downloadable Resource Pack
visit SpellingZappers.com
Price: £45.00

And now Times Table Zappers! Differentiated (incorporating 3 levels), effective and fun.
Be ready for that Times Table Test…
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Cartoon by
Polly Donnison

Curbing the stratospheric rise in leaders’ pay
Warwick Mansell is a
freelance education
journalist and former
TES correspondent.
Read his blog at
teachers.org.uk/blog

THE Government is on the back foot over
sky-high pay packages in the academies
sector – and rightly so.
With £200,000-plus remuneration
now routine for chief executives of the
largest chains – the average figure for the
ten largest trusts in 2016-17 was £220,000,
with the highest earner receiving just shy of
£500,000 in pay and pension contributions
– it is clear that ministers are feeling the
pressure of negative headlines.
As the cross-party Commons Public
Accounts Committee bluntly put it in a
report in March: “Unjustifiably high salaries
use public money that could be better
spent on improving children’s education,
and do not represent value for money.”
So, it was right that Education Secretary
Damian Hinds spoke out about the
issue in a recent speech to the National
Governance Association.

He said that head teachers or academy
chief executives should only be paid more
than the Prime Minister – in 2016-17, Theresa
May’s salary was £150,402 – in “exceptional
circumstances for exceptional leadership”.
Perhaps most significantly, Hinds
added that “pay rises for non-teaching
management should not exceed those
awarded to teaching staff”, suggesting that
academy trust boards should be looking to
stop this happening “at a time when public
finances have been really stretched”.
Over recent months I’ve published on
my website, Education Uncovered, stories
about remuneration increases for those
leading trusts which have been far in excess
of the national teacher pay award.
So Hinds speaking out on the issue
seems welcome. But is this just rhetoric?
Under pressure from the Public
Accounts Committee, the Department for
Education (DfE) has been writing to trusts
with senior people receiving six-figure
salaries. Last November, it wrote to 29 single
academy trusts which were paying someone
at least £150,000, asking for an explanation.
Only a third came back with a
justification the Government deemed
‘reasonable’. The others were to be hauled
in to the DfE to explain themselves.

Then in February, the DfE wrote to
88 MATs with at least one person paid
£150,000, again asking them why.
My analysis suggests that all but two
of England’s largest 20 MATs had at least
one person paid that figure of £150,000
or higher in 2016-17. If you’re the minister
and you find yourself writing to almost all
of the largest trusts to question the level
of pay for their senior leaders, is it not time
to question whether there might be a
systemic problem?
The reality is that the deregulation of
teacher pay and conditions provoked a
process which is familiar from the private
sector. This sees senior management
persuading boards that they are worth large
salary packages, including bonuses, and
classroom staff not sharing in this bonanza.
A false premise is driving some of
this: that the success of an organisation is
disproportionately down to its leadership,
and bonus structures can be created which
reward those at the top but not those
working in classrooms.
Unravelling that will take more than a
few letters to trust boards. The logical way is
to reintroduce national pay structures.
Otherwise, the stories of stratospheric
academy executive pay will continue.
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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Watch them fly

A class act

Dr Helen Rastelli, head of biology at Furness Sixth Form College in Cumbria,
loves watching how students progress after inspiring them with her passion
for her subject. Max Watson finds out what makes her a class act.
members. “If anybody needs some space
to sit and have a conversation, they know
where to come,” she says.

DR Helen Rastelli is a typically modest
teacher, who downplays her role while
inspiring students to do exciting things. “I
don’t think I’m anything special,” she says.
But her students clearly think otherwise.
Helen has taught biology at Furness
Sixth Form College for 14 years. At the end
of each year, Helen gives students a cutting
of a plant, nicknamed ‘Henry’. She then
receives photos, emailed out of the blue,
of the plants as they grow on windowsills at
universities up and down the land.
“Some mornings when I get an email
like that,” she says, “I’ll smile, even though I
was up late the night before marking.”
Helping pupils make important choices
Helen always wanted to teach biology. “I
love my subject and explaining it to young
people at an early stage in their career
when they’re making important choices.”
She has been subject leader for three
years. “It’s so rewarding to see them go and
do interesting and exciting stuff,” she says,
“And I’m delighted that they’re getting
that chance after being in my classroom.”
One of her students arrived with no
GCSEs but is heading to university and has
been nominated for the Cumbria Golden
Apple Award. He became fascinated with
biology after missing out on education
due to poor health. “Now he’s really flying,”
Helen says.
Another has an offer from Cambridge
and three are going on to study medicine.
She also loves to progress the
hard-grafters. “They might not make the
local paper,” she says, “but they make
my job fantastic.”
Beyond the classroom
One way Helen inspired students is
through community radio. Working with
media students, some of her class formed
a biology club and produced a feature for
Biology Week.
She also took a cohort to a conference
to see a presentation by Greg Foot, the
science TV presenter. “They were all
laughing about how they’re all following

A Henry offshoot sent to Helen by her ex-student
Ben O’Flynn, now finishing his first year studying
biomedicine at Lancaster

him on Twitter and how they want to be
the next Greg Foot,” she laughs. “And I
said: ‘Well, you can be.’”
Her students are entered into the
annual Royal Society of Biology
Quiz, where they’ll compete with
selective independent and
grammar schools. While they’ve
never won it, Helen has “always
been proud of them”.

Role model
Dr Rastelli obtained a PhD in
Environmental Science from Leeds, and
worked as a management consultant and
in engineering before training to teach.
Her students are keen to know more
about her career as a woman who worked
in a ‘man’s world’ and she hopes all her
students look to her as a role model.
The profession is filled with inspiring
leaders like Helen.
They say nobody forgets a good
teacher and, as Helen shares photos of her
smiling students with Henry the plant, it’s
clear she is one of those unsung heroes
and heroines we love to celebrate as a
class act.

How was
your day?

If you know
someone who’s
a class act,
email details
to teacher@
neu.org.uk

Open-door policy
as a Union rep
She laughs when asked
how she finds the time for
everything and, since she
became a Union rep nearly
four years ago, it’s been
a challenge.
She has an open-door
policy for her “tight knit
community” of
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Ask the Union

DfE keen to encourage
flexible working
I AM due to return to work from maternity
leave shortly. Where can I find guidance on
flexible working when I return?
WHEN you return from your maternity
leave, you are entitled to return to your
former post on the same terms and
conditions. But you may also ask your
employer if you can return to work
on a flexible or part-time basis, either
permanently or for a temporary period.
The Flexible Working Regulations
allow you to request a change to your
hours, times of work or place of work,
provided you have 26 weeks’ service

with your employer. (This right applies at
any time, not just when you return from
maternity leave.)
You can make no more than one
application per year, so the NEU advises
that you make an informal request to your
employer initially and discuss it before
applying formally.
While some teachers report that their
school is not wholly enthusiastic about
such requests, employers are under a duty
to deal with them reasonably.
The Department for Education
is keen to encourage flexible working
in order to increase the supply of
teachers – read its advice at gov.uk/
government/publications/flexibleworking-in-schools

Learning in the autumn term
The Union encourages continuing
professional development (CPD) that
has a positive impact on teaching,
learning and leadership in school.
Many of our courses provide
opportunities for action and encourage
reflective practice. The following are
a range of fully funded courses being
organised for the autumn term.
Teaching and learning programme
Designed to help teachers focus on
their number one priority, with support
from highly qualified and experienced
facilitators and trainers.
n Quality first teaching
n Adding values and enhancing
practice for early career teachers
n Introductory certificate in
transactional analysis
n International solidarity learning and
development
n Come rain come shine – promoting

outdoor play in the EFYS
n Behaviour management for
supply teachers
n Getting behaviour right.
Creativity programme
Working with partnership organisations,
we deliver a variety of courses
supporting creativity in the classroom.
n Creating animations through making
and using film
n Improving literacy through making
and using film.
Leadership programme
While other programmes support
management development and
planning, our courses emphasise the
importance of preparing your own
approach to school leadership.
n Aspiring to lead
n Equal access to promotion
n Coaching for head teachers.

Details of the above and all other learning opportunities
can be found at teachers.org.uk/learning
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Do note that if you return to work
on a reduced hours basis, you must still
complete the equivalent of 13 weeks of
your previous weekly hours after your
return in order to be entitled to retain your
full occupational maternity pay.
Union guidance on flexible working
is available in the Self Help section of the
NUT section website and full guidance on
all aspects of your maternity and parental
rights is available in our comprehensive
Maternity Matters guide at teachers.org.
uk/maternitymatters

Keeping your classrooms
cool in the hot weather
CLASSROOM temperatures in my school
can be so high in the summer that learning
and teaching is affected.
What can we do, and what must
our employer do to make sure that
teachers and pupils do not have to endure
unreasonably hot classrooms?
HIGH temperatures can have a serious
impact on both pupils and teachers –
affecting concentration and causing
tiredness and even physical illness.
Although there is no legal maximum
temperature for schools, the law still
protects teachers and pupils by requiring
a safe working environment. NUT policy
is that 26°C is the absolute maximum
temperature at which teachers should be
expected to work.
It is important that schools plan how
to deal with high temperatures and pay
attention to weather forecasts so they
are adequately prepared for outbreaks
of hot weather.
Measures to reduce the effects
of hot temperatures include:
n installing reflective film or blinds to
windows;
n installing fans or providing portable
air-cooling cabinets;
n relaxation of staff and pupil dress codes;
n reallocating classes to cooler rooms and
making sure cool water is always available.
If temperatures become too high,
consideration may need to be given to
closing certain classrooms or even sending

Please write
The editor welcomes your questions but reserves the right to edit them. Write to: Ask the Union, The Teacher,
NEU: NUT section, Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD or email teacher@neu.org.uk
Questions for the September/October issue should reach us no later than 31 July.

The big picture
SCHOOLS, music, rallies and
demonstrations, political events,
politicians and life in Russia from
1954 are the subject of photos in a
new brochure.
Before Selfies is a collection of
100 pictures taken by Fred Jarvis,
former General Secretary of the
NUT, produced to accompany a
photographic exhibition held at
TUC’s Congress House.
Profits from sales will be added
to funds already raised at the
exhibition for Music for Youth, the
National Youth Theatre and the
North London Hospice.
Brochures cost £5 plus £2
postage. Orders and cheques made
out to Fred Jarvis should be sent to
him at 92 Hadley Road, New Barnet,
Herts, EN5 5QR.
n Send your high-resolution photo
to teacher@neu.org.uk along with
a few words about its subject.

pupils home, as long as parents are given
enough notice.
Where high summer temperatures
are a problem, speak to your school rep or
contact the NUT Adviceline on 0345 811
8111 or in Wales NUT Cymru on 029 2049
1818. Full guidance on high classroom
temperatures is available at teachers.org.
uk/high-temperatures

Gained time after exams
is not for lesson cover
NOW my exam classes have left, I have
some gained time on my timetable. Should
I be expected to cover lessons with it?
TEACHERS in secondary schools and
sixth forms may ‘lose’ some of their exam
classes in the latter part of the summer
term either to study leave or, once the

Civil servants celebrate their successful campaign for trade union membership rights at Government
Communications HQ after a 13-year ban, in 1997 				

relevant exam has been sat, as a result
of the class completing the course.
In recent years, many schools have
cut down or even completely removed
study leave for GSCE and A level students
as the increase in curriculum content has
not allowed enough time for any leave to
be taken.
Up until the exam for the course is sat,
the teacher is expected to be available and
prepared to teach the class or assist with
their revision (as they would if lessons were
being undertaken as normal).
‘Gained time’ comes into place once
all the relevant exams for the course have
been sat and the pupils will no longer be
returning to school. This time is not to be
reallocated to cover an understaffed area
of the school timetable – it is intended to be
used to aid in the teacher’s preparation for
next year’s exam classes.

Photo by Fred Jarvis

Although a teacher can be asked to
cover a lesson during their gained time, this
must only be as a result of unforeseeable
circumstances, such as a last-minute
staff illness.
In accordance with the provisions of
the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions
Document, teachers can only be required
to ‘rarely cover’ for absent colleagues and
gained time does not affect this.
Teachers with gained time on their
timetable should, therefore, only be
asked to undertake cover rarely, which
means in exceptional/emergency
circumstances. They cannot be asked
to cover specific lessons regularly, or be
timetabled in to teach other classes or
intervention groups.
Union guidance on gained time can
be found on page 27 of Teachers’ Working
Time and Duties at neu.org.uk/workload
The Teacher: July/August 2018
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calling all teachers
trek for children
cambodia 2019
25 Oct - 2 Nov 2019
(Oct half term)

If you're seeking adventure this challenge for children ought to do the 'trek'. From monkeys to
monasteries to temples hidden in jungles, you may just find your inner Indiana Jones!
For further information or to register please call us on

01590 646410 or email: events@dream-challenges.com

www.dream-challenges.com

International
Chemistry teacher Jane Hartley took part in a sponsored cycle ride through
the West Bank. She spoke to Helen Watson.

‘No-one should be denied medical aid’
CITY and Islington
College member
Jane Hartley (left)
joined 28 cyclists,
two guides and
three drivers on
a 260km cycle
ride during the
Easter break.
The trip
raised money for
Medical Aid for Palestinians (MAP), a charity
that provides essential health services for people
living in Gaza, East Jerusalem, the West Bank
and Lebanon.
MAP sets out to fill the gaps in medical
provision caused by the occupation. It provides
vital outreach services, such as mobile clinics.
The Israeli blockade extends to food
and medicine. The cyclists raised £80,000 for
MAP’s Gaza appeal, which funds basic medical
supplies like saline, painkillers and bandages.
‘You are welcome’
The riders’ route took them from Jenin to
Nablus, then Jericho to the Dead Sea, across the
desert to Bethlehem, down to Hebron and back
to Jerusalem.
“People along the route were really
friendly,” Jane said.
“They’d shout hello or ‘You are welcome’.

Fellow MAP cyclists during their 260km cycle to raise funds for essential health services

Wherever we stopped, they came out of their
houses with tea and coffee.”
Their passage wasn’t always easy. Guides
were questioned by Israeli forces about the
religion of riders. The route took them through
the desert and past Israeli settlements.
“We found a huge air of tension,” Jane
said. “It felt like a normal Mediterranean
country and then, in the middle of it all, you
come across gated, armed communities with
roadblocks and watchtowers.
“A highlight for me was going to the Aida

Providing vital care for communities in dire need
LIVING under occupation or as
refugees means Palestinians’ access
to vital care is often denied by the
circumstances in which they live.
For example, women needing
radiotherapy for breast cancer must travel to
Jerusalem for treatment. But Palestinians have
to get permission from the Israeli authorities
to make the trip and, according to Middle East
Monitor, in the first ten months of 2016, 548
breast care patients applied for travel permits
and 287 were turned down for unspecified
reasons and 125 for ‘security concerns’.
Infant and child mortality rates have
not decreased significantly in ten years and

the maternal death rate is also high.
In Lebanon, one in ten Palestinian
families have at least one member with a
disability. Yet refugee camps lack adaptations
and accessible public infrastructure to
accommodate them.
The West Bank’s Zone C is under Israeli
control and home to thousands of Bedouin.
The population is not recognised by Israel
and Palestinians are not allowed to provide
care in the area, so MAP’s mobile clinic
goes into the desert communities to provide
treatment. Since services began, the mortality
rate in childbirth among Bedouin women has
dramatically reduced.

refugee camp in Bethlehem, which has been
there for 70 years. Imagine living with the
immense pressure of being a refugee, for years
and years. How do you bring up your children?
Even being there a short time makes you feel
angry. How do you feel if you grow up there?
“We met Dr Abdelfattah Abusrour, who
runs an arts centre there. He said something
that will stick with me for a long time: ‘It’s easy
to say you should die for your country, but to
choose to live for it is more difficult.’
“There are these inspiring people,
providing education and opportunity, even
though many of the children and young people
can’t see hope for the future. How do you
motivate them to live and learn?”
Beautiful country, eroded by ‘apartheid’
Jane encourages members to raise money for
MAP and to visit “beautiful” Palestine.
“Before I came, I never appreciated that
the West Bank is fragmented into tiny bits –
three zones being slowly eroded. There aren’t
two states – it’s an apartheid system, islands of
Palestinian life surrounded by occupation.
“I am proud that the Union supports MAP.
Access to medical aid is a basic human right
that no-one should be denied.”
n Jane is available to speak at associations and
divisions – email her via teacher@neu.org.uk
n For more information, visit map.org.uk
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Apps

Websites

Post-it

BBC Bitesize

FREE app bringing
the simplicity
of the Post-it
Note to your
smart device. You
can use notes for
collaboration or just for a lesson idea
to use for later. Using your camera,
you can capture and create new notes
as quick reminders.
There are tools to help you
arrange, refine and organise your
notes and ideas. Once complete,
you can share with students or export
to your favourite applications and
cloud services.

Available on IOS

A FANTASTIC online educational hub that
covers a whole host of subjects including
maths, English and science at primary and
secondary levels across the UK.
The website is easy to navigate and
has cartoon videos, as well as interactive
educational games to aid teaching
and learning.
For the secondary section, it’s a good
place to direct your KS4 students for
revision. There is also the opportunity to
test students and encourage them to revisit
the site independently.
Created with teachers and students
in mind, this site is definitely a place to
start your lessons. The fact it’s free is a
win-win situation.

Civilisation AR

Paulette Watson
bbc.com/education

Paulette Watson
Free. Optional in-app purchase.

THIS app is part of
the Civilisations
Festival, a major
collaboration
between the BBC
and more than 30
museums and galleries.
It features more than 30 artefacts
from museums across the UK that
have been digitally scanned and
available to view in 3D.
The app is easy to use and will
keep you entertained for hours.
Excellent interaction with ancient
artefacts is an exhilarating experience.
Farrah Abbas Sheikh
Free. Available on IOS and Android

Parliament
A RANGE of activities and resources
aimed at educating students on various
Parliamentary issues.
You can filter resources based on age,
subject, topic and type. There are various
lesson and assembly plans which will allow
teachers to download and go, with minimal
planning needed – a real timesaver.
Farrah Abbas Sheikh
parliament.uk/education/teaching-resourceslesson-plans/

Refugee Connect
AN app that helps
refugees and new
immigrants to the
UK connect instantly
to a native English
speaker to practise
their conversational English and ease
their transition into British life.
New immigrants can choose
from available English speakers. If
you’re a native English speaker you
can sign up to be a tutor and allow
students to chat with you regularly
or on a one-off basis.
Clara Cavendish
Free. Only available on App Store for IOS
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BorrowMyDoggy
WANT a dog but can’t commit to one full time?
Or have a dog and can’t afford a puppy sitter?
BorrowMyDoggy connects dog owners with trusted
local people who would love to look after their dog.
You can arrange walks, playtime, overnight stays
or holidays with a local dog. Search by location to find
owners or borrowers near you, and browse puppies
and profiles online (a bit like online dating for dogs).
Once you are ready to borrow, there is a small
registration fee which also covers insurance and
makes sure that everyone on the site is trusted and verified.
Clara Cavendish
borrowmydoggy.com

Books for teachers

Kids’ books

Motivating Unwilling Learners

Bugs!

THIS book offers helpful tips for tackling disengaged learners.
Susan Wallace explores the learning barriers students in further
education face: fear, boredom, previous negative experiences and
loss of hope and how this impacts the classroom environment.
Setting up examples of typical classroom scenarios, four
different teaching styles are analysed: rewards, relationship,
respect and razzamatazz.
Discussing the advantages of these approaches and why
they work, the author uses examples of four caricatures of
teachers who use the different approaches and explains the
benefits in helping learners re-engage. There are also tips for
educators to keep themselves motivated.
Cindy Shanks
Motivating Unwilling Learners in Further Education by Susan Wallace. Bloomsbury. £17.99

AIMED at
KS2 upwards,
this book is
packed with
detailed
drawings and
a wealth of
information
about insects and arachnids.
It includes the origin of bugs,
different classifications of insects
and how famous historical figures
have used them (such as the
discovery of silk by Empress Leizu)
and bug communities.
Also included is a large, pull-out
timeline and a quiz to see how much
knowledge has been gleaned.
Cindy Shanks

Teaching Primary French
A DETAILED collection of lesson plans aimed at KS2
teachers with everything you need to confidently teach
French. Lessons build up from a starting point of exploring
languages and cover a wide range of topics including food
and drink, hobbies and weather.
Subject knowledge and grammatical concepts are also
explored, with clear links to the National Curriculum and
progression throughout KS2.
A handy summary box at the start of each sequence of
lessons ensures you are well equipped with the necessary
language skills to successfully teach the children all they
need to know. Useful cross-curricular links are also provided.

Bugs! by Nick Forshaw and William Exley.
What on Earth Publishing Ltd. £9.99

n The Teacher magazine has five
copies of Bugs! to give away. Email
your name and address to teacher@
neu.org.uk by 20 July and five
lucky readers will be randomly
selected to receive one. Put ‘BUGS!
competition’ in the subject line.

Stone Age Tales

Sian Sparrow
Teaching Primary French by Amanda Barton & Angela McLachlan. Bloomsbury. £16.99

Can I tell you about gender diversity?
A SHORT guide written for friends, family and
professionals. Illustrated by Olly Pike, it is part of a wider
series which offers an introduction to a range of issues
that affect people’s lives.
This guide contains a variety of characters who
share their experiences and challenges, as well
as informing about the support they would like
to receive.
The book is an excellent, informative starting
point for possible discussions, both in and out of the
classroom, about issues of gender diversity.
Aliss Langridge
Can I tell you about gender diversity? by CJ Atkinson.
Jessica Kingsley Publishers. £8.99

A NEW series of legends from the
writer of Horrible Histories.
Founded on historical events and
archaeological evidence, Stone Age
Tales are well-illustrated, accessible
stories that include false allegations
of fish stealing, global warming and
rising sea levels due to melting ice, a
retelling of the epic of Gilgamesh and
narration based on the cave paintings
at Lascaux, France.
Titles include The Great Flood,
The Great Storm. The Great Monster
and The Great Cave.
Len Parkyn
Stone Age Tales by Terry Deary,
illustrated by Tambe. Bloomsbury. £4.99
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Letters

A great win, but now NI
AFTER the recent brilliant results in Ireland
and Argentina on the issue of abortion,
it’s important that we keep up the pressure
to win those rights for women all over
the world.
I seconded a motion to the Union’s
executive, which was overwhelmingly
passed. It said: “We congratulate the
people of Ireland who voted in such strong
numbers to repeal the 8th amendment to
the law governing abortion rights; with all
but one county delivering a yes vote.
“We commend the many who travelled
from overseas to return home to vote;
including the large number of Irish men who
recognised that this is not just a ‘woman’s’
issue. We welcome the excellent work done
by all campaigners from all areas of the
community and trade unions such as the
Trade Union Campaign to Repeal the 8th
(which made abortion a workplace issue) and
the London Irish Abortion Rights Campaign.
“However, this now leaves women in
Northern Ireland in the situation where
they are still subject to unfair and punitive

Teacher’s pet

Meet Dotty
DOTTY, the Dane, is the teacher’s pet of
member Steve Mayfield.
The reception teacher from Highbank
Primary in Nottingham writes: “Dotty is the
most loving, funny and stunning dog.
“She loves walks and can be very
stubborn at times.
“She’s great with children and my
class always ask if she can come in one
day. But I’m not sure the risk assessment
is worth it!”
n If you would like to show off a muchloved pet, send your high-resolution
picture, with 50 words about them, to
teacher@neu.org.uk
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restrictions. Yet last month Sky News
published a poll which asked: “Should
there be unrestricted access to abortion
for women up to 12 weeks’ pregnant in
Northern Ireland?” The result, excluding
‘don’t knows’, showed a significant majority
for yes – 63.5 per cent to 36.5.
“This is not an issue that can be left to
a Northern Ireland assembly which hasn’t
met in 18 months.
“Whatever the opinions on the
Irish question, this is an issue that the
Westminster Government can, and should,
deal with now. We agree to:
n support the call from Stella Creasy
MP and other cross-party MPs to repeal
sections 58 and 59 from the Offences
Against the Person Act of 1861;
n establish links with the Trade Union
Campaign to Repeal the 8th and support
it in its ongoing work.”
Women in Northern Ireland deserve
our support and I am proud that our Union
will take up the campaign to win equal rights
to abortion for all women of these islands.
Marilyn Bater, chair of NUT section
women’s national organising forum

LGBT+ training available
MEMBERS from across the North West
attended LGBT+ inclusive classrooms and
schools training.
Organised and delivered by Halton
division equalities officer Debs Gwynn, the
event discussed barriers faced by teachers
trying to create inclusive classrooms and
how they could be overcome.
Attendees left feeling informed,
inspired and better prepared to implement
change where needed.
Debs is hoping to roll out the training
to other areas. Visit facebook.com/
HaltonNEU if you’d like to host one.
Karen Parkin, assistant division secretary,
Wigan NEU: NUT section

Textbooks over teachers
A TEACHER recruitment and retention
crisis. An academy system in chaos.
Assessments, from baseline to GCSE, unfit
for purpose. Teachers facing year-on-year
real terms pay cuts.
And what does schools minister Nick
Gibb do? Organise a ‘textbook summit’
exploring how ‘textbooks improve the
teaching of knowledge-rich curricula’.
This, coupled with the Tax Payers’
Alliance report, which recommends
schools spend less on teachers and more
on ‘educational resources’, leaves me in no
doubt as to what this Government’s plans
for education are.
If Nick Gibb wants some areas to
explore, how about fund schools and pay
us properly? Why not let us have an input
into what a fit-for-purpose curriculum
looks like? Trust teachers’ professionalism
as a way of reducing workload and bring all
schools back into local democratic control?
Emma Mort, Warwickshire NEU:
NUT section

Have your say on Labour’s
new education policy
THE Labour Party is inviting teachers to
have their say on what a new National
Education Service should look like.

Please write
The editor welcomes your letters but reserves the right to edit them. Write to: Letters, The Teacher, NEU: NUT section,
Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD or email teacher@neu.org.uk
Letters for the September/October issue should reach us no later than 31 July.
Please note we cannot print letters sent in without a name and postal address (or NUT membership number),
although we can withhold details from publication if you wish.

Read all about it
PRIDE Passion
Professionalism – the NUT
and the struggle for education
1870-2017 was published
in time for the last annual
conference of the NUT
section of the NEU.
Written by Martin Cloake,
it documents the Union’s rich
history, over three centuries,
and is beautifully illustrated
with photographs, posters, old
issues of The School Master
(precursor to the Teacher)
and images from dozens
of campaigns.
“It is members who make
history. This is the members’
story,” Martin said.
To order a free copy
(£2.50 for postage and
packaging), visit teachers.
org.uk/officers-resources/
union-merchandise

Delegates at annual conference take delivery of their copies of the history book

The consultation is a great opportunity
for us, as teachers and NEU members, to
help shape what it should be.
Whether you’re a Labour supporter
or not, we can’t miss the chance to tell a
major political party – and one that might be
in Government soon – what its education
policy should be.
Shadow Education Secretary Angela
Rayner has organised a National Education
Roadshow – details can be found at labour.
org.uk/issues/2018-policy-consultation/
national-education-service-roadshow
There is also a chance for anyone to
take part through Labour’s Policy Forum,
both online and through meetings.
There is so much policy that we could
influence and change – on academies, free
schools, pay, workload and a curriculum that
supports real learning – and our voices are
ones that should be listened to.
Eddie Crust, Camden NEU: NUT section

The case for special schools
I ATTENDED NUT conference this Easter
for the first time and was bowled over by the
enthusiasm of contributors, inspirational
speeches and motions.
As a retired special needs teacher, and
now a mainstream supply teacher, I was
particularly interested in the motion on
special needs. But I was disappointed that
this did not get put to the vote.
The motion called for urgent
campaigning to turn around the significant
decline in provision. This is something I
experience at first hand, almost every time
I go into a mainstream classroom.
Having spent most of my career
teaching in special schools, I am well aware
of the arguments for and against inclusion. I
am also aware of the range of special needs,
including extremes of physical, sensory and
behavioural difficulties. And I fully support

Photo by Kois Miah

the need for all children to be educated
within their local area.
This means that local authorities should
be given the financial support to set up
highly specialised provision for children who
are currently sent to specialist schools away
from home.
However, while more money should
be spent and training provided to ensure
mainstream schools are inclusive, I believe
strongly that special school provision is still
necessary and the best educational option
for some children.
Special schools should provide for
specific groups of children or at least ensure
they are taught in compatible groups. This
is not an argument against inclusion. It is
an argument for access to provision most
appropriate to need.
For some children, attending a special
school is the best form of inclusion.
Heather Pomroy, Buckinghamshire
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HOLIDAYS ABROAD
ORLANDO. Luxury 4
bedroom, 3 bath villa. Own
secluded pool. 15 mins from
Disney. See www.sgbvillas.co.
uk, contact Graham on
01992-610003

HOLIDAYS UK
Mid Pembrokeshire Excellent
self catering cottage, sleeps 4,
from £200pw, 3 nights for
£150. Discount on summer
prices. Tel 01437 563504

RESOURCES

33,000 retired
teachers read
The Teacher
EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT

p er star

we
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New Scented Reward Stickers (and much more!)

s t e r eff o

we

ll d o n e

‘Appreciation can make a day, even change a life’

thestickerfactory.co.uk

BEAT STRESS!

Use The SMART Programme
Stress Management And Reduction for Teachers.
T
Practical strategies and powerful
psychological techniques which have
lasting positive effects.
When you use them you will feel less
stressed and avoid stress-related ill-health.

Saving our Seas
through Education
& Entertainment

Purchase your copy for only £12.95 at
www.amazon.co.uk

Search for the Author - Paulette Ogun
or ISBN number: 978-1-78148-676-4

A Marine Conservation Based TIE Show Featuring Magic,
Comedy, Juggling, and Fliss the Mermaid!
For bookings email greg@curiosaquatica.com or call 07706 644538

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
BREXIT BATTERED? Brittany Business - Group Accommodation
Education Centre: 47 beds bar/restaurant/hall/apartment: schools
sports 40 mins StMalo 299,500€ www.centrelepage.com

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
DOING WHAT YOU LOVE - TEACHING!

FOR SALE

Successful Primary Workshop Business
based in the East Midlands
Complete with website and client base
ready to go for Autumn 2018
l
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CONTACT ME
www.stoneageworkshop.co.uk/contact/ l
l lizziepaish@gmail.com l
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Contact us
now to
deliver your
message to
the largest
teaching
union in the
UK
Call Leanne on
01727 739 183

RESOURCES

To Advertise in

The Teacher
Contact Leanne
at Century One
Publishing
01727 739 183

leanne@centuryonepublishing.uk

INSURANCE

4 weeks free

Pet Insurance*
Your unique
code: NUT

CENTURY ONE PUBLISHING

IS THE UK’S BRIGHTEST

AWARD-WINNING
CONTRACT PUBLISHING

AND ADVERTISING SALES AGENCY.
To plan your ad campaign in Leanne Rowley
Teacher magazine contact: t: 01727 739 183

e: leanne@centuryonepublishing.uk
w: www.centuryonepublishing.uk

STOP BY THE EMPORIUM TODAY
theinsuranceemporium.co.uk/NUT
or call 03300 241 849

The Insurance Emporium is a trading name of The Equine and
Livestock Insurance Company Limited. *Policy terms & conditions
apply. Applies to new policies only. Oﬀer ends 01/09/2018 and is
not available in conjunction with any other oﬀer.

RECRUITMENT
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Seeking qualified teachers to teach
motivated pupils on weekday evenings
and/or Saturdays.
Great £rates
l Primary Years
l

1 to 6 l Secondary Maths
Secondary Science l Secondary English

Teachers required to host and
teach overseas adults and / or
teenagers in their home on
total immersion English
language courses (EFL) or GCSE
/ A Level subjects (particularly
Maths, Science, Business &
Economics). A professional
qualification is required, a

comfortable home and
enthusiasm for sharing their
language, culture and location.
Many of our teachers have
worked in business, industry or
educational fields prior to
teaching from home. Good
rates. Tel: 0117 9269400 or
email: info@livingenglish.com

VOLUNTEERING
Reg. Charity Number: 1127935

Please email cv to: info@afterschoollearning.com
020 8440 8586
www.afterschoollearning.com
Established 2007

Are you an experienced teacher who has recently
retired? Would you like the opportunity to make a
real difference to people’s lives?

VOLUNTEERING

Project Peru

Reg. Charity No.1049413

--------------------------------------------------

Project Peru is offering a unique volunteering opportunity in
their children’s refuge in the Lima shanty towns for a teacher
who is qualified to teach English and help set up an English
language programme. Ideally, for a minimum of three months,
we are looking for someone adaptable, with enthusiasm and
initiative, imagination and originality to inspire our children and
to make learning fun. A working knowledge of Spanish would
be a great advantage! We offer other volunteering options too...
and Peru offers fabulous travel opportunities!

We look forward to hearing from you.
See our website: www.projectperu.org.uk
Contact us on: information@projectperu.org.uk

Reach over
300,000
teachers across
England and Wales

Mustard Seed Project (Kenya) is looking for volunteers to enhance
the skills of its enthusiastic, committed children and staff in its
primary school (3 - 14 years) in this poor Mombasa suburb.
www.mustardseedproject.co.uk

ritafowler@gmail.com

Deliver your
message to the
largest teaching
union in the UK
Call Leanne on
01727 739 183
to book your ad in
The Teacher
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• Used in thousands of schools worldwide
• Suitable for all children needing additional
support with literacy and numeracy
• Easy-to-use programmes of activities FREE

DELIVERY
LIMITED TIME
ONLY
with code:
FMBFREE

The Five Minute Box

The Five Minute Box
The multi-sensory phonics programme which enables the early
identification of potential specific learning difficulties. The Box
provides secure basic skills for reading, spelling and writing.

£99.95 (+VAT P&P)

The Number Box

NEW training available
• Increase understanding of dyslexia and other specific learning difficulties.
• Signs and indicators of learning difficulties and how these children may learn differently
• Understanding of the psychology behind the Five Minute Box approach, getting the best out of
children 1:1
• Practical ‘How to’ use the Five Minute or Number Box. Teaching Assistants will be able to go away
and carry out the interventions with confidence and enthusiasm after this training.

The Number Box
Establishes basic concepts of numeracy using multi-sensory
methods and is an intensive catch up programme. It also teaches
time, money, shape, measurement, times tables and more.

£99.95 (+VAT P&P)

Call us on 01442 878629 or e-mail us at info@fiveminutebox.co.uk for information and to order.
www.fiveminutebox.co.uk

 : @fiveminutebox

 : facebook.com/fiveminutebox

ENGLAND WORLD CUP 2018
Unite the Union
WEST MIDLANDS
9-17 Victoria St, West Bromwich B70 8HX
Tel: 0121 553 6051

Unite the Union
NORTH EAST, YORKSHIRE
& HUMBERSIDE

David Keane

Unite the Union
IRELAND REGION PROUD
TO SUPPORT SRtRC

Jackie Pollock Regional Secretary
Liam Gallagher Regional Chair

55 Call Lane, Leeds, LS1 7BW
Tel: 0113 236 4830

www.theredcard.org
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@srtrc_england

www.facebook.com/theredcard

www.youtube.com/showracismtheredcard

www.instagram.com/showracismtheredcard/

Noticeboard

Reunion for teachers
trained at Newman

BOOKINGS are being taken for the Music for Youth London Primary Proms in October. The event (above),
held at the Royal Albert Hall, brings together 9,000 young people in a celebration of educational musicmaking. The NEU sponsors the charity and tickets for the event are free. Visit mfy.org.uk/primaryproms

DID you do your teacher training
at Newman University (formerly
Newman College of Higher
Education, then Newman University
College) in Birmingham?
Past students and staff are invited
to submit their favourite stories and
memories as part of Newman’s 50th
anniversary celebrations.
And they are invited to The Big
Alumni Reunion on 11 August for a day
of reminiscing, celebrating, and reconnecting with old friends. There will
be live entertainment and street food.
Email alumni@newman.ac.uk or
visit newman.ac.uk/50years

Courtroom drama
(Top) Former Newman students. (Above)
Newman College of Higher Education

Refugee arts festival
The notice, warning of the consequences of organising a union, and the cells where men were held

A NEW museum exploring 200 years of law
and order and the struggle for justice has
been opened in Dorset.
The Shire Hall Historic Courthouse in
Dorchester is where the Tolpuddle Martyrs
were brought to trial. You can explore the
historic cells and courtroom, which appear
almost as they did in 1834 when the six
men were sentenced to transportation to
Australia for organising a union.
The first exhibition looks at the Civil
Rights Movement in the US and protest

movements in the UK. A group of young
people have put together a display on
Dorset’s history of protest – including the
Cider Riots of the 1750s, the Swing Riots
of the 1830s and the Women’s Strikes in
Bridport in 1912.
Visit shirehalldorset.org
n This year’s Tolpuddle Martyrs’ Festival on
20-22 July features a packed programme of
music, entertainment, debates and speakers.
Visit tolpuddlemartyrs.org.uk/festival

FREE events,
sharing the
refugee
experience
through art,
will take place
in Leicester
throughout August.
Journeys Festival International
is inviting people to come together
for a celebratory, fun and energetic
procession through the city centre,
combining puppetry, live music and
dance. Events take place from 17-26
August. Visit journeysfestival.com
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Staffroom confidential

Reader’s rant

ROYAL Mail has launched a
commemorative sheet to mark the
150th anniversary of the Trades Union
Congress (TUC).
Founded in 1868, the TUC is the
world’s oldest, national, independent
trade union organisation. Its original
aims were to win a shorter working
day, training and free education for all,
and – at a time when most workingclass people were denied a voice –
representation in Parliament.
The sheet features ten existing 1st class
stamps alongside images that depict
pivotal moments in the TUC’s history. It
also includes an illustrated folder telling
the story of the TUC, its forerunners
and evolution to the present day
organisation that represents 5.5 million
workers across the UK.
The stamp sheet is on sale priced
at £15.95 and available at royalmail.
com/TUC150

Ever-moving goalposts
of GCSE exam chaos

Desk yoga
Lunchtime exercise classes are out of reach for most
teachers. But that doesn’t mean you can’t sneak in a few
moves to help you stay flexible during the working day.
Here are three simple desk yoga poses to give you a mental
breather and help keep your body in good working order.

Hamstring stretch
This pose improves your
flexibility and releases
tension in the legs. Sit on
the edge of your chair. Put
you heel on another chair.
Sit up straight and then
bend forward. Hold for
5-10 breaths and then do
the other side.

Malasana
With your feet wider than
your hips, turn your toes
out. Squat and bring your
elbows inside your knees.
Press your hands together.
Stretch the crown of your
head upwards. With each
breath, send your knees out,
hug your belly in and lift your
chest. Hold for 3-5 breaths.

Namaste
More than anything, yoga
is about connecting to your
breath. Bring your hands
together at the centre of
your chest, close your eyes
and take 5-10 deep breaths
before diving back into
your work.

AS a secondary school maths teacher,
this year’s GCSE exams have been a
particular challenge.
There are a few things I’ve
noticed. Lots of questions have
been worded awkwardly to catch
students out. There is an increase in
the number of exams, as well as the
amount of information students are
expected to memorise for them.
The new curriculum is still unclear
to many and teachers are playing
guessing games when predicting
grades, attaching numbers to
students and planning.
In the old GCSEs, students had
to achieve 71 per cent to achieve a C.
Last year, the paper was significantly
more difficult and, as a result, grade
boundaries dropped.
Students could achieve the
equivalent grade of a 4 by getting
just under 51 per cent correct. For the
higher end, it went from 70 per cent
for an A to 52 per cent for a 7.
All year, we have used these
boundaries as a rough guideline. But
when the exams arrived, all three
GCSE maths papers looked relatively
nicer than last year’s and my classes
were scarily confident. But now I find
myself worrying: will all the grade
boundaries go up loads to suit?
As we wait for dreaded results
day, staff have already started writing
out their evidence to explain why
students may not get the grades they
expected and the reasons why we will
end up where we do on league tables.
I have two nieces who have just
done their GCSEs. One has really
struggled with the pressure of 27
exams in just a few weeks.
And many in my year 11 form
will be happy with just a pass in
subjects they spent all year thinking
they would do better in. Some just
think: why did I bother?
Exams are a stressful time for
students and teachers and the mess
surrounding the new GCSEs – and
how that translates to A levels – is
something we could all do without.
Niparun Nessa, Rochdale NUT section
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DOES TEACHING MAKE YOUR BACK ACHE?
The MEDesign Backfriend® converts any seat or chair into one
that gives you comfort and positional relief from backpain

Offe

itional relief

r s p os
Light &
portable

Driving

at Home

Classroom

ü Backrest adjustable for angle and users height
ü Manufactured by MEDesign right here in the UK
ü More than half a million users in 37 countries
ü 8 colours ü Take and use it everywhere

from b
ac

k pai
n

Best back help ever - Mrs H, Cumbria
over 100+
I’ve been using a Backfriend for driving
ucts
superb prod
and wouldn’t be without it. It’s given
for back pain and
back my joy of driving, which had
an independent
disappeared in the years I struggled
lifestyle
with persistent low back pain.

Backed by our 14 day

ü trial and money back
guarantee

PHENOMENALLY SUCCESSFUL - Mr W, Hants

I have to admit that the seat has been and still is
phenomenally successful and exceeds all
expectations I had for it. To be honest, I harboured
a few reservations as to the literature's claims
when I ordered it. But these were put to bed within
three days of receiving it. I have absolutely no
reservations in recommending it to anyone as a
sure fire workable aid to chronic back pain.

Request your free Backfriend Literature and Price List

No sales people will call (we don’t have any). We NEVER pass on enquirers details.

tt@medesign.co.uk TEL 01704 542373
POST MEDesign Ltd, FREEPOST, Southport, PR8 1BR
EMAIL

Ortho Pillows Folding Bedboard

18-TT7

✂

Official orders received from Government
bodies including NHS Trusts, Social Name:
Services, County Councils, Local Education
Authorities, Community Schools, Foundation Address:
Schools and Academies are automatically
eligible for credit account facilities.

Post Code:

Crossword
Across

7 Tree or shrub also known as wattle (6)
8 The ___ : Gilbert and Sullivan
comic opera (6)
10 For example, Usain Bolt (7)
11 Small songbird (5)
12 ___ Jacobs: US fashion designer (4)
13 Cairo is the capital city of this
country (5)
17 ___ Baggins: protagonist of The
Hobbit (5)
18 Substance made from soya beans
used in vegetarian cooking (4)
22 ___ Lampard: former England
footballer (5)
23 Poet and musician in Greek
mythology (7)
24 Donny ___ : US singer and former
teen idol (6)
25 Colin ___ : 65th US Secretary of
State (6)

Down

1 One of the Canary Islands (2,5)
2 Amelia ___ : US aviation pioneer (7)
3 Organ that has many functions
including detoxification (5)
4 River in Africa (7)
5 Gulf Coast holiday city in Florida
(5)
6 Major artery (5)
9 Actor who directed and starred in
Braveheart (3,6)
14 Charles ___ : author of A Tale of
Two Cities (7)
15 Siren of the Rhine (7)
16 Darcey ___ : Strictly Come
Dancing judge (7)
19 Zac ___ : US actor in High School
Musical (5)
20 ___ Campbell: British supermodel
(5)
21 Judo score (5)
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16
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Across

Answers at bottom
8 - The ___ : Gilbert and Sullivan comic opera (6)
of this page
10 - Eg Usain Bolt (7)
7 - Tree or shrub also known as wattle (6)

13 - Cairo is the capital city of this country (5)
17 - ___ Baggins: protagonist of The Hobbit (5)
18 - Substance made from soya beans used in
vegetarian cooking (4)
22 - ___ Lampard: former England footballer (5)
23 - Poet and musician in Greek mythology (7)
24 - Donny ___ : US singer and former teen idol (6)
25 - Colin ___ : 65th US Secretary of State (6)

Ingredients

Method

For the dhal
115g split red lentils
50g moong dhal
1 pint water (add more if necessary)
1 inch ginger root
1 clove garlic
1 tsp turmeric
Pinch of salt

1. Rinse both types of lentils well and drain.
2. Finely chop the ginger and the garlic,
keeping the garlic for the tarka separate.
Chop the coriander.
3. Place the lentils, ginger, garlic and
turmeric into a saucepan with the water.
Bring to the boil and simmer for around
20 minutes, stirring occasionally to prevent

Down

1 - One of the Canary Islands (2,5)
2 - Amelia ___ : US aviation pioneer (7)

3 - Organ that has many functions including deto
4 - River in Africa (7)

12 - ___ Jacobs: US fashion designer (4)

This recipe comes from Carmarthenshire joint division secretary
Jason Dickinson, who writes a blog sharing ideas for healthy
eating and nutrition information. Visit goodfoodrunning.com
for more tasty treats.

For the tarka
2 tbsp virgin cold-pressed coconut oil
1 tsp cumin seeds
Half tsp black mustard seeds
Half tsp black onion seeds (kalonji/
nigella seeds)
4 cloves garlic
1 tsp garam masala
2 tbsp chopped fresh coriander

6

8

11 - Small songbird (5)

What's in your lunchbox?

5

Tarka
dhal

5 - Gulf Coast holiday city in Florida (5)
6 - Major artery (5)

9 - Actor who directed and starred in Braveheart

14 - Charles ___ : author of A Tale of Two Cities
15 - Siren of the Rhine (7)

16 - Darcey ___ : Strictly Come Dancing judge (

19 - Zac ___ : US actor in High School Musical (
20 - ___ Campbell: British supermodel (5)

Serves 2
21 - Judo score (5)

it from sticking. Add more boiling water
if needed. The finished texture should
resemble thick porridge.
4. Take a potato masher to the pan and
mash the dhal. Alternatively, you can use a
stick blender, but I find this produces too
smooth a texture. Season with salt.
5. Heat the coconut oil in a small frying
pan. Add all of the seeds and the garlic and
stir for just a few minutes until the garlic is
browned. Tip the tarka into the dhal.
6. Stir in the garam masala and chopped
coriander.
Serve with basmati rice or chapatis. This
dish is quickly prepared and lends itself
perfectly to reheating – although it is also
very tasty eaten cold.
Email your recipe to teacher@neu.org.uk
with LUNCHBOX in the strap line. Don’t
forget to attach a picture!

Crossword solution
Across 7 ACACIA 8 MIKADO 10 ATHLETE 11 PIPIT 12 MARC 13 EGYPT 17 BILBO 18 TOFU 22 FRANK 23 ORPHEUS 24 OSMOND 25 POWELL.
Down 1 LA PALMA 2 EARHART 3 LIVER 4 LIMPOPO 5 TAMPA 6 AORTA 9 MEL GIBSON 14 DICKENS 15 LORELEI 16 BUSSELL 19 EFRON 20 NAOMI 21 IPPON.
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True diversity in the curriculum

Backbeat

Words by Jane Bednall

Fact file

Jane Bednall is
an educational
consultant who
has taught in
schools from
nursery to sixth
form. She has
worked for
Hackney and
Newham Councils
in literacy
and advisory
capacities.

TO raise students’ achievement and
help us recognise their potential
and skills, we need to develop a
culturally inclusive curriculum.
Muhammed taught me this. In
a year 4 class, pupils were studying
the Gaza scroll, a Bengali story that
depicts images from Hindu and
Muslim faiths.
The teacher had been
concerned about Muhammed’s
disengagement in class and his lack
of willingness to write. But, when
studying the scroll, he could relate
a sophisticated vocabulary he had
acquired from his Koranic study.
“This picture tells me a story
about a Prophet Yunus,” he wrote.
“The English version is
Jonah, whose duty it was to turn
delinquent and evil people into
benevolent people.”
Bringing skills to the classroom
Muhammed had not turned into a
sophisticated writer overnight but,
because the subject was relevant
to his faith, he brought literacy skills
previously hidden from the teacher
into the mainstream classroom.
As educationalists, we need
to transform the curriculum to
reflect real diversity. If equalities
are to be central to school

practice, they need to be more
than an add-on. Intercultural
perspectives need to be developed
across the curriculum – stories
of communities supporting each
other and resisting oppression,
past and present.
Stories of hope, like the strike
by the exploited and underpaid
Lancashire cotton workers when
they found out about the terrible
conditions of the ’enslaved people’
picking cotton in the southern
states of America.
Comparing cultures
Intercultural comparisons worked
well in Newham and Hackney
schools, where one used Jason
Uddin’s poem the Embroidered
Quilt, a love story about marriage
between a Hindu girl and Muslim
boy, and compared the text with
Romeo and Juliet.
In another, religious studies
and science departments worked
on a project that compared
creation stories across faiths to
scientific theories like the Big Bang.
And a science project that
looked at the work of Black and
Asian scientists including Al-Birini,
an 11th century Muslim scholar who
worked out the earth was round

and calculated its circumference,
600 years before Galileo.
Trust teachers
If work on equalities is to have
positive outcomes, teachers need
to feel confident about their views
and trusted as professionals to
play an active role in forming the
curriculum, rather than simply
covering national requirements.
And if we are to create a
culturally diverse curriculum we
must forge genuinely balanced
partnerships between homes,
communities and schools.
Members of the UK Literacy
Association can download teacher
training resources on the subject.
Developing a Culturally Inclusive
Curriculum includes seven
CPD sessions, with additional
suggestions for planning and
classroom work, developed
in partnership with Newham,
Hackney and Enfield schools.
They include planning for
bilingual and BAME pupils and
emphasise the importance of
teaching and learning strategies
of critical thinking, visual literacy,
enquiry-based learning with
intercultural planning across the
curriculum. Visit ukla.org

@BloomsburyEd

#BloomsWellbeing Bloomsbury.com/bloomswellbeing
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BOOKS FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING FROM
TEACHERS’ MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING

CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING

Helping Teachers
take the wheel
1

We get great deals

2

The package

3

Drive a brand new car

4

Work to a budget

5

Super Service

We’re able to secure fantastic discounts from all
the major manufacturers and service providers,
which we then turn into some great deals for you.

Our package includes MOTs, breakdown cover,
maintenance, servicing and replacement tyres.

Built to your specification, you can pick the colour,
interior and any of the extras you've always
wanted on a car.

You a can choose the length of the lease, the annual
mileage and the initial payment. The more you put
down at the beginning, the less you pay each month.

We pride ourselves on our customer service. Any
problems with running the car, we’re here to help
and offer 24/7 UK-based driver support.

To get a quote and see the range of cars available,
simply log in at tuskercars.com/pcl. For more
information, call us on 0333 400 3696 or email
pcl@tuskerdirect.com
Tuskerdirect Limited trading as Tusker is an appointed representative of Product Partnerships Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 626349) for
consumer credit activities. Tuskerdirect Limited acts as a credit broker not a lender and only introduces to Close Brothers Limited (FRN 124750). If you would like to know how complaints
are handled for this scheme, you can ask for a copy of our complaints handling process. You can also find information about referring a complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) at
financial-ombudsman.org.uk. Registered Office: Tuskerdirect Ltd, Building 4, Croxley Business Park, Watford, WD18 8YF.

